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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1965

One Stabbed, Three
Beaten In Rights
Test In Somerville

Elderly Man Goes Berserk
And Kills His Neighbor

A 48-year-old disabled father sissippi, was carried to Johnl Griffin, along with his wife and
of three children was stabbed Gaston with stab wounds in his grandchildren. Funeral arrangeto death last Saturday night at chest.
ments were incomplete on Mon.
the corner of McLemore and
REASON A MYSTERY g, day.
IPOME RVILL
— A pproxi Danny Beagle and Miss Debbie
Mississippi by a drunken man On Monday, relatives of the
WRGNG MAN SHOT
nlately 100 Negroes and several Rib, both of New York City, and
who then stabbed the victim's dead man were attempting to
white civil rights workers put Tim Hall of Cleveland.
In another incident over the
companion.
find someone who knew why
the public accommodations sec- Young Gray was brought to ...
Fatally stabbed while on his Huddleston, who had been liv- weekend, two persons were
tion of the 1964 Civil Rights Shelby County for medical atway back home with some bar- ing in the area for sometime, struck by pellets from a shotLaw to the test last Saturday af- tention.
becue for his family was George decided to stab the two men, gun blast when Willie Henry
ternoon in Somerville, the seal Despite the incidents at De26 of 484 E. McLeW. Griffin, 48, of 1191 Mississip- who were not associates of his. Reynolds
of Fliyette County, and one per- marchi's others were served at
more "
aimed at an unidentified
pi Blvd.
A veteran of World War II,
son was stabbed and three oth- the Fayette cafe, the Dairy Hut,
he called a "police snitch, In John Gaston hospital suf- Mr. Griffin worked for the Ala- man
„
ers beaten.
Wetzler's Drug Store, and the
fering from stab wounds in the barns Cottage warehouse for er and hit them accidentally.
The demonstration was spon- Silver Moon cafe.
,chest is Dwany Franklin, also 15 years until he fell from a Struck in the feet were Leon
sored by the Fayette County It was in Wetzler's that Bea48, of 828 E. Trigg.
ramp
his
1962.sandee
e back
h ckin Mason. 22, of 473 E. AlcLemore,
Student Movement, and organi- gle was beaten.
d and J. B. Hill, 24, of 418 GasHeld to the state on Monday
injuredthatlime
had
zation of young people of high One spokesman for the group
after entering a not guilty plea been receiving workman's coin- ton.
school age, and the Fayette said that the test came as no
was Matthew Iluddleston, 61, of pensation.
Reynolds pleaded guilty to the
County Co-operative Organiza- surprise to residents, as they
746 Regent, who lives in a house He was a member of Golden two charges of assault to murtion, composed of adults.
had warned the Sheriff, the city
in the rear of where his victim Leaf Baptist Church, and is der, two charges of assault with
guest speaker. The school Is completely air resided.
Almost all of the Negroes were police, the Justice Department NEW SCHOOL DEDICATED — The Hamilsurvived by three children, Miss a dangerous weapon, and was
ton Elementary school was dedicated during
conditioned, and is one of the most up-to- . Mrs. Sadie Griffin said her Willie Mae Griffin. Miss Minnie fined
served, but whites were beaten, and Governor Frank Clement.
$25 for shooting inside
OFFICIALS ALERTED
a service held there last Sunday afternoon
date in the area. Mrs. Annette II. Roberts
and one Negro youth was stabhusband took two dollars last Mae Griffin, and George W. the city limits.
Sheriff C. E. Pattat and his with City School Supt. E. C. Stimbert as the
is principal. (MLR Phoho
bed,
Saturday night and went out for
deputies were out in an attempt
barbecue, and a short while latJames Gray, a 17-year-old
to maintain law and order, aer a child ran to her home and
Fayette County Training school
long with the city police. A Tentold her that her husband had
student, was stabbed reportednessee Highway patrol car was
been stabbed.
Julian Pulliam, a white
parked several blocks from the
11115cer, who entered Demarchi's
WIFE WITNESSES
scene.
"I went out looking for him,"
restaurant to harass the dem- The test was staged between
onstrators.
she said, "and saw this man
1:30 and 3 p. m.
stabbing him repeatedly in the
NEGROES SERVED
More tests of the public acchest. When I got up to him,
Beaten by other whites while commodations law in Fayette
The United Singing Union of the blood was spurting out of his
attempting to receive service County are planned for next The 31st National Insurance described this year's theme Memphis will present a benechest, and the man standing The District Four Convention planned for May 6 at Mt. Olive
along with the Negroes were Saturday.
Week has been announced for "When You Care Enough You fit program for Mrs. Cliftee nearby."
of the National Alliance of Pos- Cathedral when the main speakMay 10-15, by Benjamin J..Buy Enough Life Insurance' Davis of 284 Adolphus at., on Mrs. Griffin said that some- tal Employees will meet in er will be Eugene 13. Crow, deJohnson, president, and Ernest as a basic appeal to the love a Friday night, May 7, in the one asked if her husband was Memphis May 6.8. Included will puty assistant Postmaster GenShell of the National Insurance person holds for his family. Vollentine Baptist church, and dead, and Huddleston said, "If be a large delegation from Ala- eral, Bureau of Finance, WashAssociation.
he's not dead, I'll kill him. I bama, Mississippi and Tennes- ington, D. C. Mayor William B.
Life insurance serves families e public is invited.
Ingram is expected to be preMr. Johnson of New Orleans, during the lifetime of the pur- Mrs. Davis is the mother of am going to get rid of all of see. It is expected to he one of
sent on this occasion.
and Mr. Shell of Los Angeles, chaser as well as after his 10 children. Her husband is these smart 'so-and-sos' on this the largest meetings held by the
Other plans include a sightconfined to jail in Clarksdale, corner."
National Insurance Week chair- death, Johnson said.
group which also met here about
seeing tour of the city, boat exMan, said that 8,000 Negro in- The theme and goal of $80 Miss„ and a fine of at least She said someone suggested 10 years ago.
cursion, banquet, breakfast and
surance..agents will seek a goal million were developed by $200 will have to be paid be- calling an ambulance, but an- Headquarters will be the Sherdance.
of $80 Million in new business Shell, who is vice president of fore she will he permitted to other person said they should aton Motel Inn on Union Ave.
Tieirets may be secured from
waste no time, and should car- Jesse W. Clarke is Convention
in the six-day period. This will Golden State Mutual Life In- rejoin , his family.
Declaring that "It just costs hardship cases.
any 'postal member or emAll
choral
ry
husband
to
the
surpass
the
her
hospital
previous
year
by
organizations
are
surance
chairman.
The
Ladies
Auxiliary
Co.
of
Los Angeles,
more money to operate these "LeMoyne college has kept
ployee. C. L. Mitchell is presiLion •
and a committee of officials of asked to be present for the pro- at once, and they put him in a will also meet.
days," President Hollis F. tuition charges comparatively
dent of Bluff City Branch, NAgram.
private
car
and
rushed
him
to
National
Insurance
Week
is
other
companies.
Price this week announced that low because we are aware .of
A welcome program has been PE.
Will Rogers is president of John Gaston,
trustees of LeMoyne voted to the burden which a high tuition the major, nationwide sales THE OFFICIALS
increase tuition at the college charge places on many stu- promotion effort of the 45 Ne- They are H. A. Caldwell of the Union, Mrs. Dorothy Lee, "We had just gotten acros.
gro-owned life insurance comsecretary, and Mrs. Lillian Crump at Walnut when he died,"
by $50 per academic year, or dents.
Universal Life Insurance Co
she said.
$25 a semester, effective with "The average tuition charge panies comprising the National Memphis, Tenn.; H. L. Fagan Warford, booking manager.
t
beginning of the fall se- in United Negro College Fund Insurance Association. It origi- of Atlanta Life Insurance Co., Hosea Bell is chairman of At the same time, Mr..
Franklin, who was a neighbor
ni,ster.
colleges, is $534, a figure con- nated in 1935 in Durham, N. C. Atlanta, Ga.; B. V. Gregory of the program.
Students at LeMoyne are now siderably above LeMoyne's. at the suggestion of the late Supreme Life Insurance Co. of Rev. W. M. Fields, Jr., is of the Griffins before the family moved to the house on Mispaying $405 a year for tuition. (LeMoyne is one of 33 accredit- George W. Cox and A. J. Ruf- Chicago, Ill.; V. C. Howard of Pastor of the church.
Next fall it will cost $455. Gen- ed private colleges holding fin.
Guaranty Life Insurance Co.,
eral fees amount to about $30 membership with United Negro ANNUALLY IN MAY
Savannah, Ga.; George Mahin
College Fund, a national fund- NI Week is traditionally the of Mammoth Life and Accident
a year.
Miss Ernestine Williams, a After completing the course,
In a special letter to Le- raising agency.)
second week in May. During Insurance Co., Louisville, Ky.;
physical education teacher at she will be assigned to a USAF
M oy n e students, President
It is our hope to be able to that period, some 8,000 agents A. J. Ruffin of Virginia Mutual A mass meeting of the com- venile Court Judge Kenneth
Manassas High school, has hospital as a registered phycontinue to offer a good educa- wear distinctive badges, pro- Benefit Life Insurance Co., munity of Hyde Park-Holly- Turner, Squire H. T. Lockard, been
Price wrote:
commissioned a second sical therapist.
"Seholarship aid and Nation- tional opportunity at LeMoyne claiming the national family Richmond, Va. and Forrest
and Mrs. Robert W. Shafer, lieutenant in the Medical Spe- Applicants considered for the
al Defense Student Loans will with proper concern for the protection sales effort. Procla- Strickland of Wright Mutual wood will be held at the Hill chairman of the City Beautiful
cialists Corps of the United program are selected on a
Chapel Baptist church on Commission.
be increased to take care of good of the student."
mations and colorful posters Insurance Co, Detroit, Mich.
States Air Force, according to highly competitive basis. accarry out the annual theme in The National Insurance As- Thursday night, May 6, start- C. B. Meyers is president of Master Sgt. Hollis W. Walton cording to Col. Janice Albert,
ing
at 8 p.m., and the public Is the Civic League, and Mrs. of the U.S. Air Force Recruitslogans and pictures.
sociation was founded in 1921,
director' of Medical Staffing
Mr. Johnson, a lawyer and and has become the most influ- invited.
Victoria Smith secretary.
ing Office.
and Education of the U.S. Air
vice president of People's Life
Slay
is
pastor
of
The speakers will include Rev. E. L.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Force.
Insurance Co. of New Orleans,
See INSURANCE, Page 2
Commissioner Pete Sisson, Ju- the church at 2521 Dexter ave. Elton Williams of Forrest City,
Ark., she was graduated cum
laude from Arkansas AM&N
college at Pine Bluff in May,
1963 with a bachelor of science
degree in physical education.
NASHVILLE — George Pea- lowships include a full mainteMiss Williams is a member
bob-College for Teachers here nance, tax free, stipend of
of Alpha Kappa Alpha SororiannorInces fellowships are a- $3,600 plus allowance for dety, reporter for the YWCA and
vflible for the 1965 summer pendents to $4,400.
a member of the Tennessee
s. on and also the 1965-66 aca- ELEMENTARY PREFERRED
Education Congress. She lives
demic year to prepare teach- Preference is given appliin Memphis at 1584 Baltimore
ers of emotionally disturbed cants who have a background
st.
children.
of elementary school teaching
ONE-''EAR COURSE
The fellowships are being or experience with children in
Miss Williams will be called
for
other educational, recreational,
offered in the program
to active duty in September
traliting teacher - counselors, or camp settings. Graduates
and will attend a one-year
Peabody's
Project
for
are
in
demand
throughout the
part—tf
course in the School of Applied
of
Emotionally
country
in
public
school
spethe,Xeeducation
Sciences in Physical Therapy
Dislribed Children, financed cial classes, day schools, resiat the University of Pennsylm42,000,000
grant
from
schools
and
the
dential
psychiatric
by
vania.
schools.
government.
hospital
Fel
may
be
Further
information
gdpients of academic year
fellowiships will carry a full obtained from Dr. Wilbert W.
loatLiof graduate courses and Lewis of Project Re-ED, Pearecere the master of arts de- body College, Nashville, Tengree in special education. Sum- nessee, 37203.
mer fellowship students may Project Re-ED is an eightbegin work toward a graduate year experiment in the reeduJesse H. Turner, president of gram, Mr. Wilkins will leave
degree. The academic year fel- cation of emotionally disturbthe Memphis branch of the for Jackson, Tenn., where he
ed youngsters in residential
NAACP, said this week that will speak for that branch on
schools. The project involves
several award for outstanding Sunday night.
such schools in Nashville and
community service will be
Durham, North Carolina, espresented at the NAACP's pubtablished in cooperation with
lic program on Sunday, May,
the states of Tennessee and
16, at 3 p.m.
North Carolina.
Project leaders hope the proThe guest speaker during
gram will prove to be a model
the program in Metropolitan
which can be followed effecBaptist church will be Roy
tively throughout the country
Wilkins, executive director of
in caring for such children.
the NAACP of New York City.
The program is being held
in connection with the observAGE WAITING FOR YOU
ance of Freedom Sunday a naIN TODAY'S
tion-wide celebration in all major cities in the United States.
The Mt. Pisgah High School
'We hope to culminate our
band and glee club will prePORTER PTA OFFICERS and Tea Chairmen are shown
vice-pres.; Mrs.- Gloria Branscomb, president; 0. D. John- Spring Membership Campaign
sent a "Spring Musicale" on
son, ExCom Mem; second row. Mrs. Jeanette Harris, Tea at that time.- Mr. Turner said,,
following their successful "Tea-Time in Itawail" held SunThursday night, May 6, startday, April 25 in school cafetorium. Left to right (front row)
co-chairman; Mrs. Christine Hill, sec'v and Tea chairman; "providing that we have reaching at 8 p.m. in the school audiand Mrs. Eliza Hayes, refreshments.
ed our membership goal."
Gartner Currie, decorations, Mrs, Bernice Calloway, pubtorium, and there is no admislicity; Mrs. Jade Cobb. program; Mrs. Dorothy Russell,
Immediately after the prosion charge.
_

Insurance Week Goal
Set At $80 Million
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Mississippi Area Turmoil Over Election
OXFORD, Miss. — (UPI/ — 0. Eastland, D-Miss.
Federd Judge Claude Clayton Clayton took a suit under adconsidered a request to c:21.4 visement following a daylong
municipal elections in Sunflow- hearing on a motion by the preNegro Freedom
er County, home of Sen. James dominantly

Democratic Party (FIN' for
an injunction which would allow Negroes additional time to
qualify as voters.
The suit, filed by the FDP

UNION PROTECTIVE
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
1234 Mississippi Blvd.
Memphis, Tennessee

Mrs. Maxine Brown,
Cashier
Wilkins,
Ann
Mrs.
Clerk

MEMPHIS DISTRICT #1
368 BEALE STREET
Mr. L. Anderson,
Supervisor
AGENTS:

G. Curry
J. Royal
E. Shelby
W. M. Jones
L. Brown
I. Burnett
J. F. Dawson
W. M. Relford
J. Hendrix

J. N. Franklin
M. Bradley
A. Simmons
E. W. Riley
E. J. Jackson
W. Provall
L. Matlock
E. Thompson
A. Boskerville

L. Jones
E. Thomas
W. B. Hayes
D. Walton

NORTH MEMPHIS DISTRICT
2167 CHELSEA
Chas. Cooperwood,
Manager

C. Greer, Supervisor
Mrs. A. Sandridge,
Cashier-Clerk

AGENTS:
P. Gill
M. Wallace
J. Brewer

R. Williamson
C. Hunt
M. L. Simmons

Dr Ja
1358 Sou,
been ele
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JUNIOR ROYALTY — Reigning next week at the Memphis
Cotton Makers' Jubilee will be Erwin Jackson, left, as
junior king, and Edna Mae Boyd, junior queen. He is the
son of Mrs. Josephine Jackson of 1173 Azalia and a fourth..
grade student at Cummings Elementary. The queen is the —
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Matthews, a ninth gratI4,,!
student at Lester High school. She lives with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Evan Tisdell of 1617 Harrison at.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
President Johnson approved a
new anti-poverty program to
provide summer jobs for 70,000
youths who need the money so
they can return to school.
Johnson said $40 million in
federal 6- rids have been earmarked for the program developed by Labor Secretary W. Willard Wirtz.
The President said in a statement he has asked Wirtz to get
this program started by May 15
to provide jobs for students
starting vacation projects and
also do work in city programs,

DAISY

ASSETS
678,007.75

Unfted States, Political Subdivision and Other IRO Grade Bonds
Stocks—Preferred and Common (Market Value)
.......

10.733,613.29

Mortgage Loans on Real Estate

10,671,067.29

920,554.87

.....

Real Estate Owned Less Reserve for Depreciation .

1,357,151.45

Policy Loans and Liens Secured by Policy Reserves
Electronic Data Processing Equipment
Net Deferred and Uncollected Premiums

771,263.75
......

_

......

176,313.50
325,848.42

Investment Income Due and Acaved

201.418.33

Other Admitted Assets
.

a.' CAL

Call 212-1691 - Mr. Pfund

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS

HIOCIX6

2184 UNION 482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

novlun
&Matti

All NI PANS

arm1191.0400:a mm4E01

IlllfS.0111 GAM ;mei mime
rnaannown

ifikla

- Donald Barry in 'WAR PARTY'

Statutory Reserves on Outstanding Policies
Outstanding Policy and Contract Claims
Premiums Received In Advance
Taxes, Licenses, Fees, Due and Accrued Excluding Federal Income
Federal Income Taxes Due or Accrued
Amounts Withheld For Agents' Account
Other Liabilities .
Mandatory Securities Valuation
......
TOTAL LIABILITIES EXCEPT CAPITAL
ADDITIONAL SECURITY TO POLICYHOLDERS
Contingency Reserve
Capital—Paid Up
Unassigned Surplus
TOTAL ADDITIONAL SECURITY..
TOTAL LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND OTHER FUNDS.

.$21,136,X4 32
178,695.62
80,987.84
197,033.20
125,000.00
116,384.22
207,910.25
$22,090,882.50
200,000.00
1,505,800.00
2046 709 30
3,752,509.30
$25,843,391.80

..$

5,153.15

TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS
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UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
AS Of DECEMBER 31, 1964
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Forty-First Annual Statement

Cliii

One Big Week!

meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music

the presi
Hollis F
Dr. B

Starts Sat. May 8th

LBJ Okays Jobs
ORGAN MUSIC
For Youth Plans Make
your special program more

AGENTS:
F. Smith
Q. E. Hopkins
I. Roberts
D. Pointer

and fie Sunflower County Negroes, contended that until recently Negroes had been deprived of the right to register Memphis Alumnae chapter, Charm Clinic which featured
and vote in the cotton-rich MN- Delta Sigma Theta sorority will two consultants, Mrs. Mattie
sponsor its annual Breakfast M. Grayson, instructor of cossissipr' Delta county.
Clayton said he believed "as for Milady at Club Paradise on metology at Manassas High
Saturday,
May 8. The program school, and Mrs. Bobbie Weinevery court and right-thinking
Mississippian" that "no Ameri- will begin promptly at 10:00 berger, Charm School director;
both of whom spoke before a
can should be deprived of the A.M.
right to vote because of race." All efforts have been made capacity croWd of high school
"But I am perplexed as to how to make this the finest presen- students at the Sarah Brown
that belief eafi be tpplied to tation of the Breakfast to date. Y.W.C.A. at 4:00 P.M. Teenage
these circumstances," he said Many expensive prizes will be models were used for demonoffered this year to holders of strations of hair styling and
at the close of the hearing.
cosmetics. On Tuesday,
The judge promised an early lucky numbers; a deluxe fash- use of
ruling. Ile was to receive, prior ion show has been designed to May 4, Delta sponsored a soGoodwill
evening
at
to the ruling, information from delight the conservative as well cial
Homes. Thursday May 6, JunSunflower County Registrar Ce- as the fastidious.
cil Campbell on how many Ne- Elegant fashions in wearing ior Miss will be crowned in a
groes had registered in recent apparel, hats, and wigs will be Coronation Ball at Sarah Brown
weeks.
presented, modeled by out- Y.W.C.A.
The two remaining events
Clayton issued an injunction standing models of the city.
April 8 barring Campbell from Breakfast for Milady cli- of May Week are the Breakany act .esulting in voter dis- maxes the events of May Week, fast, Saturday, May 8, 10 A.M.
crimination. Testimony here in- nationally observed by Delta Club Paradise, during which
dicated that large numbers of Sigma Theta Sorority. The time, the "Mother of the Year"
Negroes had been registering events began on Sunday, May 2 will be revealed and presented
in the county since the edict. with joint worship at First Bap- to a vast audience.
"The right to register, as giv- tist Church Lauderdale at 11:00 Junior Miss will be presenten earlier this month, is a A.M. service. Monday, May 3, ed, and various other activities
sterile relief unless these peooutlined previously will take
ple can vote immediately,"
place. Scholarship awards will
said an attorney for the plainbe given for local colleges.
tiffs in final arguments. Ile
On Sunday, May 9, four sorContinued From Page 1
said Sunflower County Negroes
single industry organiza- ors will be panelists on "Brown
were "desperately seeking to ential
tion among Negroes. It main- America Speaks" carried at
vote."
The suit asked that Clayton tains headquarters at 2400 So. 4:30 P.M. by radio station
delay the May 11 municipal Michigan Ave. in Chicago. WDIA. They are: Sorors Mary
elections until October, giving Statistics for 1964, now being Collier, Mattie Crosley, Maxine
Negroes additional time to compiled are expected to show Smith and Dorothy Westbrook.
member companies owning ov- The public is invited to atqualify.
er $360 million in assets, with tend the Breakfast, especially
over $2 billion of insurance in aimed at giving "Mother" a
treat in honor of Mother's Day.
force.

Insurance

Mrs. Edna Blake,
Cashier
Mrs. Edna Simpkins,
Clerk

EAST MEMPHIS DISTRICT
2364 PARK AVENUE
0. Lightfoot, Manager
L. H. Young, Supervisor

\Milady To Breakfast
At Club Paradise

Insurance In Force
Paid Policyholders Derrhg Year

Universal Life Insurance Company recently merged the Richmond Beneficial Insurance
Company- of Richland, Virginia into its o,-.roll operatioru. As a pan of the Universal
Life Jonnly of policyholders, Richmond Beneficial policyholders aro guaranteed all nt
LA. rights end privileges issrered by the terms of Their policy contract. In addition. you
may now obtain personal service if you have moved from your home state of Virginia
to any on• of the other 9 states rovered by Universal Life, namely, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA. KANSAS, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA, TENNESSEE
ea TEXAS.
J. R. William, lef Richnsoisd, has beam mow, Assistant Agency Director in charge of
rirginia oneranons.

S152,192,032 00
2,947,357.00

•
Protecting
More than
100;000
Families
Against
INSECURITY
Brought- on by
SICKNESS,
ACCIDENTS,
OLD
and.
DEATH.

UNIVERSAL

Life Insurance Co.
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.
risk,
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480 Linden Ave.—Memphis, Tenn.

Maceo (Walter, Prei.
LINE LEGAL RESERVE - - CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $2,000,000
National Insurance Week, Maya -15, is an opportune time to review your Life Insurance Program.• Let a Universal Life Representative help you.
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Dr.James Byas Named
Trustee At LeMoyne

Phis .
t, iss,;
a U0'
our
Is the
gradie,
_rand- I
nit.
8th

Pao 3

BCEA Presents Scholarships

Teaching Career Month was Grant; Mrs. Marguerite Mc. cipient and student at Memclimaxed with the fifth annual Christon, Carnes; 0. B. John- phis State, presented the scholprogram sponsored by the son, Porter; Robert Terrell, arships. Mrs. R. H. Morris was
Corry; Edwin Prater, Hyde general chairman of the scholDr James Spencer Byas of of LeMoyne and holds the med--1117. Bluff City Educational Assoc'. Park; Mrs. Celia
M. Williams, arship committee.
1358 South Parkway East has ical degree from Meharry,
1 ation on Friday, April 29. at Wisconsin.
been elected a member of the Nashville, Tenn.
Main speaker for the ocCarver High School Auditori- And Herman Rankin, Car- casion was C. C. Bond,
He has been practicing here
Akoard of trustees of LeMoyne,
coordi.4.. 'urn. The theme this year was ver; Mrs. Esther
since
with
1943
M.
offices
announced
week
was
Brown, nator, Chattanooga Public
by
this
at 317
"The Changing Face of Teach- Patterson;
Ivory
North Main.
McIntyre, Schools, introduced by Joseph
ing."
The Memphis physician this
Lester High; Mrs. Josephine Westbrook, supervisor at secI Thirty-three teachers repre- Watkins, Merrill; Mrs. Mary ondary education, Memphis
year was granted membership
senting each of the public Rook, Dunn; Cleophus Hudson, City Schools; whose timely
in the American Academy of
adschools were honored as Hamilton High; Miss Gloria dress touched largely on
General Practice.
the
"Teacher of the Year" from White, Florida; Mrs. Valerva theme of the program, "The
During his undergraduate
their respective schools, for Jeffries, Melrose Elem.; Miss Changing Face of Teaching."
study at LeMoyne, he was an
! which they received certifi- Phil Ann Woods, Carpenter; Mrs. Bernice Harris,
oustanding debater and made
general
a tour of Europe with the colcates, and were honored with Mrs. Barbara Cooper, Water; chairman, gave special thanks
lege's debate team.
taerrieac.eption in the school cafe- Miss Ophelia Van Pelt, Pros- to all Building Representatives
OTHER MEMBERS
pact; Mrs. Ella B. Thompson, for their diligence in securing
Another new member of LeThose honored were: Mrs Caldwell; Mrs. Bebe Finga, the cooperation of their respecMoyne's board of trustees is
Rose Hudson, A. B. Hill; Mrs. Manassas;
Mosetta live facilities. Mrs. R. H. MorMiss
Hon. Beatrice S. Burstein, judge
Elms H. Mardis, Lincoln Jun- Vaughn, Klondike; Mrs. Flor- ris, scholarship chairman preof the district court of the
ior High; Mrs. Mildred Brady, ence Bolden, Melrose High; sented each principal a certiCounty of Nassau in New York.
Douglass; Mrs. Rosa M. Ford, and Mrs. Therese Williams, ficate in recognition of his parShe was elected to the board
Leath; Mrs. Natalie S. Hirsch, Keel Avenue.
ticipation and support of the
last year and is the wife of
Hanley; Mrs. Mary F. John- SCHOLARSHIPS
BCEA.
Atty. Herbert Burstein of the
$1,000 FOR LEMOYNE — Frederick E.
at the 95-year-old school to help train per- son, Lester Elementary; Mrs. Eight scholarships of 6200 E. C. Stimbert, superintenNew York City law firm of
Rau, right of Forrest City, Ark., is shown
suns for industries in the greater Memphis Ethel H. Isabel, Shannon; Miss each were awarded to students dent of Memphis City Schools
Z,elby & Burstein.
congratulatory
presenting a check for $1,000 for LeMoyne
rearea. Looking on at left is Robert J. Pe- Gertrude Water, La Rose; Mrs. from each of the eight public brought
Other board members are:
Aileen B. Melville, Magnolia; high schools
by the BCEA, marks to the honorees and
trus, manager of industrial relations of
Dr. Stanley Buckman, Atty. college to Dr. Hollis F. Price, center, presiMiss
Vernita
Doggett, Chicago bringing the total to
Lucius E. Burch Jr., Edwin dent of LeMoyne college, to help start a
more briefly addressed the audience
Yale and Towne, hoisting equipment divi•
Park; Mrs. Barbara Williams, than $6,000 awarded
the president of the college, Dr. Dalstrom, chairman, Memphis; new professional career training program
by the or- assembled. Nathaniel D. Wilsion.
Norris;
Mrs.
Maxine
F.
Guice, ganization.
liams, president of Bluff City
Dr. Truman B. Douglass, New
Hollis F. Price.
Recipients for 1965 are Miss Education Association made
Dr. Byes is a 1937 graduate York, N.Y.; Dr. Joseph H.
Evans, Chicago; Charles F.
Juanita Vann, Carver; Miss remarks regarding the organiGoodman, Memphis; Rev. AlShirley Walker, Douglass; Miss zation, and congratulated the
Cielidron 4 Years len Hackett, Boston; Dr. WesElizabeth Hill, Hamilton; Ed- honored teachers.
ley A. Hotchkiss, New York,
die Scott, Lester; Miss Bever- Music was rendered by Omar
AI Up
County residents E5 or over way for a person to protect his there are nearly 19 million son has designated May
Natas
N.Y.; T. It. McLemore and Rev. who have not yet applied for Social Security benefit
rights Americans who are 65 or over. ional Senior Citizen Month, 51r. ly Jones, Manassas; Larry Robinson and George McFall
Enroll in Ballet and ' S. A. Owen both of Memphis, Social
Mattis, Melrose; Miss Natolyn
Security benefits were is to apply at 65 whether or not Of that total, more than 14 mil- Maddox extended
a special inon the organ and piano and by
and Rev. Howard E. Spragg, advised this week to file a claim
he intends to go on working. lion have already established vitation for all over-65 residents Williams, Washington; a n d
Modern Jazz at the
New York City.
James Burkina, Charles Brown, "II Cantorium," and by Mrs.
now even if they are not pl:m- Even if no benefits are pay- their entitlement to Social
Se- who have not applied to visit
ning to retire right away.
able right away, there's an ad- curity monthly benefits, and 1.1 the Social Security office, learn a 1960 BCEA Scholarship re- Rubye D. Spight.
Bravery
In issuing the above advice, vantage in having your claims million are insured for benefits about their rights, and file apLONDON — (UPI) — Leslie Warren Maddox, Memphis So- already approved when you ac- but have not yet filed their plication for benefits.
academy of dance
Penfold, an off-duty police con- cial Security district manager tually retire. With entitlement claims.
The office, located at 242
stable who saw three men try- pointed out that .ieveral people already established, the beneThe latter figure includes the Federal Office Building, 167 N.
1578 ALCY ROAD
ing to grab a factory payroll who applied last year found that fits can be started immediately wives of insured workers.
Main Street, is open on week
' CALL MRS. THOMAS
fought them off with the only they had lost some benefits by when we are notified of the reNoting that President John- days 8:30 to 4:30.
not applying earlier.
tirement
date."
weapon
handy—a
garbage
can
- 323-9308
"We have found," said
Mr. Maddox said that accover.
Mr. Maddox, "that the best cording to the latest figures.

Read This And LearnAboutSocialSecurity

LIVELY ARTS

•

Improvements Bring
Hanley Elementary Plans Rust Accreditation

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

Rust college at Holly Springs, new registration equipment in
Miss., has been fully accredited the registrar's office, and a 40
by the Mississippi State Depart- per cent increase in the insirucment of Education, according tional budget.
The Hanley Elementary songs and poems. Third graders to Dr. Ernest A. Smith, the Improvements in the physical
plant of the school are being
LEXINGTON, N.C. — (UPI) of individuals or any single school faculty and students will will present a puppet show, president.
"Golden Pears," and fourth As a result of recent improve- made with the construction of a
— The Southern Synod of the sensational mass news media present
an Art, Music and Scigraders will he seen in a comi- ments, he said, the college has science building to be completUnited Church of Christ adopt- goad us into a sea of confusion
ed a carefully worded resolu- by convincing us that being ence Festival on Monday even- cal skit, and a radio show, been taken off the provisional ed by June 1, and two new dortion recognizing "all human be- radical now will make us con- ing, May 10, and the public is "Blue Willow," will be given list by the State Accrediting mitories for 200 students, which
invited.
Agency.
ings as children of God" at the servative later."
by sixth graders.
will be ready for occupancy this
Room displays will include
the advancements fall.
The viewing of displays and Among
close of its 27th annual meetfairy tales, murals, drawings, exhibits is scheduled for 7 to made which brought about full Rust college will celebrate its
ing.
paper sculpture and crafts done 8 P.M., with music and drama accreditation, Dr. Smith listed centennial during the 1963-67
While not mentioning civil
The
Nation's
foods,
drugs,
by children during the year. to begin at 8.
the addition of six persons with aezdemic year.
rights specifie.11y, the North
medical
devices,
and
cosmetics
Science displays will include
Carolina Church group Put the
Music will be sung by the doctorates to the faculty, two The construction of the Cenare
safeguarded
by
the
Federal
the
areas
the
students
have
Synod on recoil' as seeking "to
school chorus and other talent- professional librarians, the es- tennial Building, a gymnasium establish freedom and dignity Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act covered during the same period. ed persons.
tablishment of a reading clinic, auditorium-student union comFirst graders will present a
for all people," yet, it warned enforced by the Food and Drug
Mrs. Beulah Williams is prin- the initiation of a testing con- plex building, will begin durgioup of choral readings, action cipal of the school.
of the dzngers of the extreme Administration.
cept program, the installment of ing the fall of 1965.
left.
Church members were
warned to "not let the bawlings

Dixie Church Group Adopts A,rt-Musical Festival
'Civil Rights' Resolution

Safeguard

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
—

Call or Come In Today.
b. Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

oihi

FOR MEN WHO CAN'T GET A
CLEAN, SMOOTH SHAVE 11111
A RAZOR, OR A DEPILATORY.

4111.16.
PEPSI.COUI
NOW
St

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

See Lee KW
For Yaw
Stacy Adams Shoes
"

Easy, gentle, safe way to get
a velvet-smooth shave ...
without the burn and stubble
a razor may cause you! Goes
on like a shave lather, works
in minutes to remove even
tough beards ... leaves face
and neck well-groomed. Used
regularly, clears up bumps,
stubble and rash caused by
using a razor. One package
lasts for weeks!

ROYAL CROWN
SHAVING
POWDER

SLACK Ir
- BROWN

DEPILATORY

OrP

p.

You'll year Staey-Adams Shoes in
pars— knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fin*
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you

FREE Spatula Spreader
In Every Package

through many seasons.
•

mtASLEY JONES RAGLAN

DOOt
40 •

PEPSI
.11111r

EPSI•COLA
NOV

Medium or
Fall Strength

•

Wet

REMOVES YOUR
BEARD WITHOUT
A RAZOR...
WITHOUT STRONG
ODORS!

99 South Main
cNANGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

condition and
groom scalp and hair. Controls
daidriff, toe!

'MC Iihtliern tray le

These PEPSI salesmen travel
63,945 miles a year in Memphis
Murray Reid, Howard Wilson,I3enny
Casem and Tommy Sanders are proud
to be part of the Pepsi Generation.
So it's no wonder they work hard
making sure thatPepsi-Cola and Pepsi
products (Diet Pepsi-Cola, Teem and
Mountain Dew) are readily available

to all their good custorters. These
Pepsi salesmen invite you to Come
Alive ... Join the Pepsi Generation.
Enjoy a Pepsi-Cola, the modern light
refreshment with the bold, clean taste
and energy to liven your pace. Come
Alive! Drink Pepsi!

PE:PS1:1COLA

Bottled by Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co. of Memphis, Tennessee, under appointment from Pepsi-Cola Company, New York, New York
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Beulah Baptist Plans
'Christian Home Week'

Trenton News
1,1•0111111111111•61111111111111talltaill111111U111111111
CHURCH NEWS
Boys' Day was observed at
the First Baptist church in
Trenton op Sunday, April 25,
and most \of the churches in
the community participated,
with Prof. William Ledbetter,
principal of McNairy County
High school, giving the main
address.
Participants included Hollis
Booker, of Mt. Zion CME
church, who offered prayer
and read scripture; a quartet
number by the Davidson Brothers of Friendship Baptist,
and a speech by Joe Word of
the Church of God.
The Sharp Brothers of Oak
Grove Baptist sang a duet, a
paper was read by Joe McLin
of First Baptist, and a clarinet
solo played by Howard Lewis
and an oration delivered by
Michael Mahler
of Martin
Temple CME church.
A saxophone solo was played
by Chester Baskerville of St.
James Baptist church, a selection given by the boys' chorus
of Dyer CME church, and
reading by J. Greer of New
Baptist church.
A selection was presented by
the St. Paul Baptist church, a
KING AND QUEEN CONTEST — The aned Senior Queen was Gwendolyn Harris,
duet sung by the Blake Brothdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris of
ers of Wards Grove CME nual Ward Chapel Sunday School King and
805 E. Waldorf. Clarence Bowen, son of
church, and the speaker intro- Queen ('ontest was a success if you go by
duced by Robert Word of First the smiles on the winners' faces. On the
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Bowen of 2044 Corfront row is the Junior Queen, Torrie CeBaptist.
ry Rd., was chosen Senior King. Rev. R.
leste
Morgan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The program was concluded
L. McRae is the admiring pastor. The conwith a solo by Robert Williams Charles Morgan, Sr. of 2543 Perry Rd. The
test closed Easter Sunday with a total of
of Dyer CME church.
Junior King is Reginald Gates, son of Mrs.
$206.75 raised.
The Asa Moore Post 200 of
Mary Gates of 1102 So. Parkway E. Crownthe American Legion worshipped with the congregation of
niece and nephew were here
Martin Tabernacle CME
to visit their grandmothers,
church.
Mrs. Mattie Bryant and Mrs.
• ••
Polly Jordan.
OBITUARIES
Funeral services for Mr. Joe Pomp, spent his vacaGuy Roberson, a life-long resition visiting Mrs. Addle Roe of
dent of Gibson County, were
conducted last wee at the Mt. Humboldt and Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Moore and other relaPilgrim CME church.
Methodist Men of Centenary religious institution who partiHe and his wife had operat•I tives.
ed a small business on Second The Gather Santerfords of Methodist Church last week cipate in athletics.
staged their second annual ban- The men's club
at. until illness forced his reawarded
St. Louis are in the city.
quet honoring members of the plaques to four members
tirement. Mrs. Roberson is on
of
the
church
— Robert Hewitt,
the sick list.
successful
basketball
coach at
Mr. Roberson was a member
Mitchell Road High School;
of the board of directors of
'Jacques
Tate,
a
senior
at DougBartlett Funeral home and a
lass High and outstandingin
faithful church worker.
football and baseball; ClennisFinal rites for Mrs. Mary
son Johnson, a senior at FaSpivey, who died on Sunday, PHILADELPHIA—Two grants
And $5,000 for a lawyer:: ther Bertrand who won letters
April 25, were held on Wednes- to the National Association for constitutiGnal defense com- in football and
track, and Edday, April 28, at the First Bap- the Advancement of Colored mittee, dependent upon the win Sanders,
senior at Melrose
tist church in Trenton, with People totaling 810,000 have setting up of an office in the who stood
out as a sports rethe pastor, Rev. A. IL Rice, been authorized by the United South to defend persons in porter and
coordinator of athPresbyterian Commission on civil rights cases.
deliverng the eulogy.
letic activity.
A native of Gibson County, Religion and Race.
AID MINISTERS
Mr. Hewitt was presented a
Mrs. Spivey was the widow of The Commission's Executive Other grarits, in smaller a- "Coach of the
Year" plaque.
the late Albert Spivey, who Committee, meeting here Mon-mounts, ranged from aid to a Witness the event
was the
day, voted a total of $44,200 for minister's family to making a principal
,died two years ago.
of his school, Alonzo
She was converted at an a variety of undertakings. These study of economic and social Weaver, and his wife.
Mr. Heearly age and joined the Mt. included $5,000 to the NAACP1conditions in a community witt's family also attended.
Orange Baptist church. In later Legal and Defense Fund for thekvhere Negro, Indian and Span- Last year the Methodist
Men
years she moved her member- southern office of that organizaish-speaking
families suffer presented a trophy to Ronald
ship to First Baptist, and for tion, and an equal amount to as-from various aspects of segre- Esters who starred on the gridmany years served as treasur- sist in rebuilding the NAACP in i gation.
torn at Booker T. Washington.
Alabama, where it has been out- Some of the grants will come
er of the Sunday School.
He is now attending Tennessee
Her survivors include two lowed for some years by the from the CORAR budget, some State.
from the Freedom Fund, an of- Robert M. Ratcliffe is presidaughters, Mrs. Jessie Word state.
and Mrs. Annie Williams; two Plans call for the latter a• fering taken in the 3.3 million dent of the Methodist Men.
granddaughters, Miss Ira Word mount to be paid through the member United Presbyterian Other officers are John Esters,
and little Deborah Williams, Miller Memorial Presbyterian Church to help finance the c1,3- first vice president; William
all of Trenton; one sister, Mrs. church in Birmingham of which nomination's work in racial Crutchfield, second vice presiFannie Beaver, Los Angeles, Peter Hall, civil rights attorney matters.
dent; Henry C. Ray, secretary;
two brothers, and other rela- and CORAR member, is a com- The committee is scheduled and T. H. Chatman, treasurer.
municant.
to meet next in New York, on Minister of the church is the
tives.
OTHER PROJECTS
June 30.
Rev. J. M. Lawson Jr.
Burial was in Ward's ceme- Other allocations
approved by
tery. Fisher Funeral home was the committee
included these:
in charge.
$12,000 for a program of day
•• •
Care centers, tutorial service
and job opportunity in the SyMrs. Louise Carnes spent nod of Catawba (North Caro.:::::::::.
ad*
several days in St. Louis, Mo., lina and most of Virginia).
visiting h e r sister, grand%7471!
85,000 for voter registration
you buy 2 half-Worts of
daughter, other relatives and work.
friends.
86,000 to aid religion and
Miss Nina Bryant and her race work in the Chicago area.

Christian Home Week will be
observed at Beulah Baptist
church, 2407 Douglass in
Orange Mound, May 6, 7, and
9, and the theme will be "The
Christian Family's Role in
Making New Persons in
Christ."
Thursday night, May 6, is
'Youth Night," and music will
be furnished by the Owen Colege choir under the direction
of Mrs. R. H. Green. The guest
'speaker will be Mrs. Russell
B. Sugarmon, Jr., an English
nstructor at Owen.
Music on "Family Night,"
May 7, will be furnished by the
Hanley Elementary chorus directed by Mrs. Mary T. Britt.
The speaker will be Juvenile
Court Judge Kenneth Turner.
On Sunday, May 9, the largest family in attendance will
be recognized during the 11
I A.M. service,
The public is invited to all
of the services during Christian
Home Week.
Alexander Sanders is chairman of the observance, Mrs.
Cleo Armfield co-chairman, and

Mrs. Stevens, a well known
educator in the Memphis area,
holds a bachelor's degtee from
Tennessee A&I State Utiversity, a master's degree from
Mrs. Josephine Winbush secreNorthwestern university, and
tary.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor
is an active member of Secof the church.
ond Congregational church.
Mrs. Collie Stevens, princi- The public is invited to all
pal of the Florida Street Ele- of the services for the dayiek
mentary school, will give the which will include a musicW
morning message when Wom- at 4 p.m., followed by a reception.
en's Day is observed at ColMrs. Lvtia McKinney is genlins Chapel CME chuich on eral chairman of
Women's
Sunday, May 9.
Day, Mrs. Jimmie McCulley,
The theme for the obselv- publicity chairman and Rev.
ance will be "Christian Wom- William Smith, pastor of the
en in the Great Society."
church.

SPECIAL
SUMMER DISCOUNT

CALLIE STEVENS

UNIFORMS

LITTLE ELM, Tex.—(UPI)
—The 8-by-10-foU Post Office
in this community outside Dallas may be thz smallest in the
nation.
Postmistress
Mrs,
Nellie
Strickland serves 90 families
from the white frame, box-like
building that is dwarfed by a
flagpole outside the front door.

Ush•E Board, Deocannee•
Mother of Church.
No,,.,, Missionary.
Prayer Band

Nylon, Dacron, Colton,
Poplin, 5imis 5 to 52
Lone,Shod and AA Sleeves
BADGSS PON Main
AND OINANIZATI5W3
Lcnvosf Paces Available
WRITE FOR ME 2021202 2S2

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701
45 Whitehall It., S.W.
Washington 2.ic. Atlanta], Ocrergla

Centenary Men Give
Banquet For Athletes
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FOOD STORIL
CART HOME SAVINGS!

1046 Florida Stro•t

Golden Wave Pattern
15/
1 2 oz. Ice Tea GLASS
With coupon in this ad, and $5 additional purchases. Build your Glass Wardrobe during His
next 8 weeks with a FREE Glass (151 2 oz. Ice
Tea) EVERY WEEK with coupon & S5 additional
purchase.

REDEEM YOUR
VALUABLE
LIBBEY
COUPONS
AT
BIC STAR!

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

at Baltic

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Placa Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AIR CONDITIONED

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE sung 176
527-5508

MAY DAY MFG. CO.

GO BY BUS

•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
3100 Summer

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

MIDW
EST MILK
AT YOUR

0

FREE Estimates Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For J.M. MOSELY

REDEEM YOUR
VALUABLE
1/11BEY
COUPONS
AT
BIC STAR!

INC.
24S Vance Ave.
4\11
"YOUR

BK,
STAR

FREE

LIBBEY Golden Wave IX
(1514 oz. Ice Tea) GLASS
With this coupon & SS additional perches',
One coupon to a fornily. Expir•• May Ilth.
Excluding tobacco, milk L 1.• a•n rollS
product•.

LIBBEY

vi

6 oz. or 10 oz.
41,
Golden Wave GLASSES
With this coupon.
Expires May 11th.

JA 7-9320
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$449 Instollad
2V2 H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Hom•
$549 installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Hom•
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See Increased Ads For Negro Newspapers

Jiver-

from
and
Sech.
to all
clew'
usierW
recep-

Woman Shot Six Times, Survives

NEW YORK CITY — The pre- Chicago publisher in a brilliant ard Rate and Data Service. Thelcivil rights in the past 20 years, the influence with Negroes that Is now concentrated in urban
MIAMI—(NI% — A 45-year- fired six shots into her body at
diction that American industry presentation of the important report is entitled: "A Ctuul our audience believes it is in they say they have the question areas, NOT down on the farm," old Yhor City woman was ow close renge.
will significantly increase its role the Negro press has play- sumer-Ai:silence I Wile Of The a society still hostile and un- should then be posed — why the research expert stated.
six times at close range with a Police said bullets hit Mrs.
advertising expenditures in the ed and is still playing in the life Negro Community."
willing to accept the Negro as was it that the Negro vote did Several of the more unusual
caliber pistol last weekend 1101;ey in the forehead, left up.22
150 Negroes newspapers in thei of the American Negro.
1960?"
not
go
in
for
Nixon
token
per arm, right fotearm, left hip
facts revealed in the Data
Declaring that the (Linda_ a free man, except on a
and
lived to tell it.
Alg nation was trade here Sunday] The API president
Sengstacke
asked.
and left breast.
Division survey were emphasisaid the mental role of the Negro press basis."
by John H. Sengstacke, editor gt, agency
Honey,
was
Beatrice
Mrs.
Sengstacke
that
the
said
150 Sharing the luncheon plat- zed in Bortner's speech. some
had been created by since founding of the first pubCobo was arrested at a cafe
publisher of one of the country's; Negro
shot by Joe ("ebb. Jr., 39, while
publishers in 1961 "to Beation in 1827 has been the newspapers of the N e g r o form was Bruce Z. Bortner, of these were:
and charged with assault to
op Negro punimcations, ihe pool
al.out
arguing
((Mb
dischargctrculaPress
have
a
combined
vice president and director of That white females use eye
.
our resources, to improve job of improving relationships
murder. Mrs. Holley V as rushwag° Ixaily Uelencler.
our product, to get and present and communication between tion of more than 1.5 millicn in Research Operations for Data shadow to a greater degree use the weapon in the house.
Dining the argument, Cobb sud- ed to Tampa General and was
Sengstacke, who is also pre- the facts on this half-recognized white and Negro,
principal
cities
from
Maine
to
Division, the firm which pre- than do Negro females.
Sengstacke
denly loaded the pistol and listed in "fair" condition,'
sident of Amalgamated Pub- market of increasing urban militantly outlined the continu- California, they are read by pared the consumer study for
That a greater proportion of
lishers, Incorporated, which re- concentrated earning power and ing need for Negro newspapers. 6.8 million persons each week. Sengstacke's organization.
households
Negro
liquor-using
presents more than half of the quality consciousness.
"While we agitate for social API's president made a Bortner revealed that more use Scotch and Bourbon than
U.S. Negro newspapers, had "The publishers also felt that justice
and civil rights, we do slashing attack on the theory than 60,000 personal interviews do white households.
good and sufficient reasons for one agency could do a more SO
with the view of bringing the Prevalent with some agencies had been conducted, not only Among other speakers who
and business WW1
The Fabulous!
his optimism. API had just' effective job of serving agency American
that the on a national basis, but also in
'
ideal of democracy
Negro market can be reached the top 30 markets of the COMO. addressed sessions of the workconcluded at the Waldorf As- and client by putting into operacloser
to
practise
and
Gensler,
reality,"
Monroe
were
toria Hotel its first annual tion for the first time in this
more effectively through news- try and in many local markets. shop
advertising director of The Nevi
workshop, which was attented industry the idea of one order. the speaker said. "Thus, with papers of general cirulatIon
that
Special,zing in-perspective,
it
cannot
be
by five advertising executives one billing and one check,"
than through the Negro Press. "If you don't mind my knock- York Journal American A.
ing the old stereo!ype of the
said that the Negro Press is a
of the Negro press.
FARM FRESH
Sengstacke said.
He illustrated the power of Negro. I should point out that Male, ads ertisIng manawr of
selfish voice. For, it seeks to
Vriolworth Stores; Andrew llatAt a luncheon, more than one Luncheon guests received
PRODUCE
Negro nreole
wspapersb
oaed
yy referrIng
in
75% of the Negro population
improve the American image to
hundred top officers of top- copies of Amalgamated's first at
cher, former White House Asthe
they
home and abroad. In spite
The Finest selection of
the
drawer corporations and ad- research report, prepared for of
sociate Press Secretary and
the tremendous strides that last two national electlehos.
Farm Fresh Vegetables at
vertising agencies heard the API by data division of Stand. have
mananow market promotio
been ,made in the area of "If the general dailies had
LOW LOW PRICES •
ger for P. Ballentine and Sons,
and Harvey Posert, vice presi.
dent of The David Edelman
In
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) Public Relations firm.
— Mrs. Mildred Lange's purse
has been returt.ed to her —
Are You Troubled Mk
after being lost 46 years.
moth
smelled
balls,"
of
"It
Phone 3-3888
Mrs. Lange said she lost the
due to hyperacidity and acid
purse in 1919. It arrived
Indigestion? Why use those
anonymously in the mail April
NOW at the MARKET DASKET
same old Ant-acid tablets?
19 at the home of a sister-inWhy not try soniething new
S
eUPPLY
ARDe4
law, Mrs. Alma Arenz.
CENTER.
just made for this purpose?
• Ins•ctit,des
• Plante
•Seed.
"When she! opened it up and
• Fertili•en
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Well Named
Found
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) —
Mrs. Alma Arenz opened the
mail and found her sister-in.
law's purse, lost 46 years ago.
The sister-in-law, Mrs. Mildred Lange, recalled that she
must have dropped it back in
919 when her boy friend picked her up after work. She has
no idea where it has been since.
"It smelled of moth balls,"
Mrs. Lange said.
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wash cycles, 2 speeds tor 40
fabrics. Cold water wash. Poi.
celain enamel top and lid.
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the work automatically. New
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Two Unpredictables
Press comment that famed
trumpeter-singer Louis Armstrong would soon celebrate his
50th anniversary in show business coincided with Sen. J. W.
Fulbright's call for a temporary cease-fire in Viet Nam. At
first glance the "Hello, Dolly"
man and the austere senator
are as different as chalk and
cheese, and sometimes equally
as unpalatable as the former.
During his 50 swinging
years, Armstrong has not universally cheered all of his darker brethren by h i s clowning
an .l by his evident attempts to
amuse white Americans first
and foremost. But just when
one would tire of Satchmo's
stereotyped style—boom, he'd
let fly as he did during the Little Rock school integration
mess when he castigated President Eisenhower for not sending federal troops in quickest.
Lo"" Armstrong, of all people, said then he was ashamed
to be an American, and it had
great impact. Through the
years he has gone on clowning,
waving that trumpet, and making with the raspy voice. But
now and again, he's quoted on
his world tours in a statement
that convinces on e that like
most Negroes, Satchmo feels
deeply t h e deprivation of all
blacks in white America. But
his job is to entertain and this
he d o es with seeming effortlessness as befits the old pro
that he is.

During the Little Rock incident in the late 1950's, no
strong words emanated from
the Rhodes Scholar become
senator, J. W. Fulbright, about
t h e scholastic deprivation of
Negro children in h i s native
Arkansas. Through the years
Sen. Fulbright has failed countless time to speak out as a man
of intelligence and learning on
his country's race problem.
But as chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sen. Fulbright apparently
feels f re e to express the unconventional an d reasoned in
the area of U.S. foreign relations. Thus last weekend, he
spoke up for a temporary ceasefire in Viet Nam, although he
supports t h e administration
Viet position, in general.
A month or two back, he called for a fresh objective look
at Castro's Cuba and this country's relationships with th at
nearby island state. One could
only wish,that Sen. Fulbright
would express the same case
for human freedom in domestic
situations as he does in foreign
affairs.
But maybe like a Louis Armstrong, a Sen. Fulbright has to
blow his horn as he alone hears
it. There is freedom in that.
And who would ever want two
matchless stylists to sound just
alike? The sometime beauty of
this great land is that there is
room for men of difference and
distinction.

Michaux And King
Guest editorial from
Afro-American Newspaper
For the second time in recent
months, Elder Solomon Lightfoot Michanx has publicly criticized Dr. Martin Luther King,
Nobel Prize winner, leader of
his people, and a man who has
devoted his life to assaulting
the walls of segregation and
discrimination.
In Birmingham, in Selma, in
Albany, in Montgomery, Dr.
King has done more for his
people in one day, than most of
us do in a lifetime.
Therefore, it is disheartening
when he is subjected to such
petty and ill-founded attacks as
those that have been mounted
by Elder Michaux.
Not only did they ill become
Elder Michaux, they were based
on such fallacious reasoning as
to raise the question of what he
hoped to gain by making them
In the first instance, Elder
Michaux wanted Dr. King to
apologize to J. Edgar Hoover,
director of the FBI, who
called the Man, who has been
described as "The Modern Day
Moses Of Hirt People," the
country's most notorious liar.
Even now, months later, it is
impossible to see what logic
could be used to justify a demand that King apologize to
the man who has castigated
him.
In his latest attack on Dr.
King, the Washington minister

carried a bus load of people to
Baltimore to picket him as he
attended a meeting of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
This time, Elder Michaux said
he was indicating displeasure
at Dr. King's proposal to boycott Alabama. Again we are unable to understand the point the
elder was attempting to make.
We do not dispute his right to
take issue with Dr. King on
any point, but we are repelled
by the use of a picket line that
could only give aid and encouragement to our enemies.
No matter what the elder
says, the sight of a colored
group picketing the most important man in the civil rights
group will be used against us
all.
Elder Michaux has been an
effective force for good in the
community, but we believe he
is in error in these attacks on
Dr. King.
With so many enemies eager
to throw stones at Dr. King,
we do not need to help them.
Ther is a danger in criticizing
the action of any minister, and
we do so only reluctantly, and
with the knowledge that our
act may be misinterpreted
However, this is a danger we
must Recent for we believe that
Elder Michaux, whatever his
reasons, is hurting the civil
rights movement, not helping
it.
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Memories Of The Bowery
For me there was never a
magician like the Great Thurston I do not believe any other
magician had an act as dramatic
as Thurston some 45 years ago.
Part of the thrill, too, was that
we saw few interesting things
in those days and part of it was
that we were y o u n g. No one
will ever impress me as Thurston did.
There was a cage suspended
on a chain from the ceiling of
the Thalia Theatre on t he
Bowery in New York. In the
cage was a woman playing the
piano. From the stage Thurston
fired a rifle at the cage. When
the smoke cleared there was no
woman and no piano, an empty
cage. Of course it was a trick.
but I still don't know how it
was done. I'd rather remember
it exactly as it was.
Because of t h e tremendous
role played by the Metropolitan
Opera and the great singers,
Caruso, Scotti and others, there
has been no writing on the lesser operatic troups that came
from Italy and performed at
various theatres on the Bowery.
It was opera at a dollar tops,
and thousands of people w h o
could not afford to stand in line
to hear Caruso went. These
operas had to be good. The singers came from small Italian
cities where they wouldn't tolerate anything but major league
opera.
There was the Windsor
Theatre not far from the Thalia
where they played melodramas
such as 'Nellie the Beautiful
Cloak Model,' a n d "Bertha,
the Sewing Machine Girl." and
"King of the Opium Ring."
Some of us got in free because
we distributed posters to stores.
If a man put the poster in his
window we gave him a ticket

and for our work we received
two tickets and 10 cents.
Chuck Conners was the
mayor of Chinatown. He wore
a pearl derby and a pearl gray
suit and had pearl buttons. For
a fee he would take the tourists
on through the "opium dens" of
Chinatown. Three or four elderly Chinese lay around with
pipes in their mouths looking
ominous.
After the tourists went out
the Chinese brushed themselves
off and went back to the produce store where they were
packing chow mein mix to be
shipped around the country. 10
A half-mile further up on
the Bowery was the beautiful
Atlantic Beer Gardens for the
Germans who had already entered the middle class. They
came in horse-drawn phaetonsand threw you a dime for
watching the horse. These big
fat men and their portly women sat inside for hours eating
the schnitzel and drinking
Rhine wine.
Each place had a specia I
clientele. Steve Brodie's saloon
on the Bowery was the hangout
for newspapermen. The Occidental Saloon was w here the
Tammany politicians met
Charlie Murphy, Sheriff Jim
Culkin, Pat M cCar r an and
Jimmy Hines, and a young visitor from the Huron Tammany
Club. a handsome song-writer
by the name of Jimmy Walker.
Miner's Burlesque Theatre
was there too, and some of the
greats started there, Bert Lahr,
for i ns tan c e. Eddie Cantor
worked there too.
The Bowery, the Bowery
They say such things
And they do such things.
I'll never go there anymore.
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Uncle Sam
"Nobody is responsible for
the relatives you is born with."
said Simple. "You are only responsible for them which you

yourself have taken unto yourself of your own free will. I
have taken Joyce, my wife, and
I love her. But / was born re-

Several weeks ago, from the
big stage of the Philharmonic
Hall, a dapper little man strode
from the wings as a terrific orchestra played the strains of
"Mr. Wonderful." T h e little
man was Sammy Davis, Jr.,
only he seemed ten feet tall—
because that is what he is.
There were other fabulous
stars on the show. There was
the incredible Dick Gregory
who has paid a lot of "dues"
for the cause. There was the
fantastic Nina Simone and actor-singer Brock Peters whose
talent is of the highest calibre.
But the top line on the marquee said "Sammy Davis, Jr.,"
and when the star of "Golden
Boy" comes to work, he doesn't
play.
He stayed on stage at least
45 minutes and he had such a
good time that he expressed
the opinion that he ought to
pay the audience.
By the way, Sammy wasn't
getting paid that night. He
was working for a cause, as he
does so many other nights. It
is a wonderful cause—the Wiltwyck School for Boys.
There was a lot of sparkle
in everything t h e little man
did. There was at least one unforgettable t hing which he
said. He had just come from
another appearance and he began to explain why he does so
many benefits—a thing which
has some of his friends worried.

lated to Minnie, an off-cousin
who latched on to me since she
come up North. Yet and still,
God knows why, somehow I
love her."
"By and large, you have the
same interests," I said.
"By and large, we do," said
Simple. "We both likes stools
when they are in front of bars.
Cousin Minnie sometimes likes
bartenders. too. She has got a
crush on Cocktail Johnny now,
the way he can whirl a full
glass around in his hand and
not spill a drop."
"An old bar trick," I said.
"I can do that myself."
"Boyd, Cousin Minnie is not
interested in mens who is colleged. She likes men what
draws good union pay—regula,-and shares it with her. She
do not like a man just for looks
or knowledge. Johnny is ton
night bartender at the Green
Beacon good pay, good tips,
,no. Now me, if I was free in
the daytime when trim pretty
Harlem barmaids is on duty
who mostly do not work nights.
T might have some across-thebar interests too. But wit n
mens on the othc side, all that
nasaes from ne across the bar
is 15 cents for beer. Seldom
do I get treated on the house.
But Minnie does, being a lady.
But were it not for you.
Boyd. I might go home thirsty
many a night. You a r e my
friend. Of course, on Fridays
when I have drawed my pay,
what I am allowed from the
huriget after my wif e makes
bet waekly deducts, I isrreirda.
You know I snends. If Minnie
ia here. I will even treat her.
althoarli Minnie mooches. But.
after all, she is a relative. My
Uncle Sam is on ths off-aide.
too."
"I did not know you had an
uncle named Sam," r said.
"I have. You have, too. I
am talking about the old man
in the tight pants, the swallowtail cot ,, and the star-spangled
hat who lives in the attic above
the Presidents at the top " the
White, -Itause. Uncle Sam must
wife, because I
have lost
never heard of Auntie Sam.

"Twelve years ago, I was on
relief in this city," he said.
"My whole family was on relief in Harlem. I promised my
grandmother that, if I ever became a star, I would go anywhere I could, at any time to
help anyone I could help."
Sammy Davis, Jr., is one of
the leaders of a beautiful breed
of performer—of both races—
who are dedicated to the forward march of man.
Another one of those leaders
is Harry Belafonte. We have
known for a long time what
major contributions Harry has
been making to the civil rights
cause. Much of what he does
is done quietly and without any
attempt to reap personal publicity.
In Dr. Martin Luther King's
book, "Why We Can't Wait."
it is revealed how Harry virtually singlehandedly, organized a large sum of money to proide hail bonds for the frontline fighters of Birmingham.
The other evening. Sammy revealed that it was Harry, who
organized that tremendous parade of stars who went to Montgomery to help out in the Selma situation.
"He's one of the greatest,"
Sammy Davis said of Harry.
We agree—and we say to Sammy—the same is true of you.
Keep up the good work, big,
little man.

Else he never married. But
they say he is my uncle."
"On v. hich side of the family?" I naked. "Your me",er's?"
"Don't slip m2 in the dozens," said Simple, "or I will tell
you on which side you are related yourself. There would
have to be some cross-breedinr
somewhere. But you know what
Uncle Sam I am talking about:'
"The syr bol," I said.
"With drums in t h e background," said Simple.
"I know now you mean the
symbol," I said.
"I mean the MAN on all the
Army recruiting posters: UNCLE -AM WANTS YOU, pointing dead at me. WIaen I was
young enough to be drafted,
Uncle Sam scared me to death.
But evcn then I had some tack
for him. I aaii, 'Uncle Sam, if
you is really my blood uncle,
prove it. Before you draft me
into any U.S. Army, prove your
kinship."
"Dtd he ever answer you?"
I asked.
"Nu." °aid simple, "that is
why I want to know if Uncle
Sam is or ain't. Anyhow, he is
white, so Uncle Sammy d- not
have to a u e in the Supreme
Court every time he wants to
get a cuo of coffee down South."
"Lunch counter segregation
is mostly settler!" I said.
"Neioser On Uncle Sam have
to sue in Miasissinpi everytime
he wanta to vote," said simple.
"The ballot will come in due
time." I said.
"So will death," said Simple.
"The Constitution, the government, the law are all on the
Negro's side these days."
"But is Uncle Sam?" asked
Simple.
"As a symbol of the government, I would say yes—looking
back Roosevelt, Kennedy, today
Johnson."
"Faubul, Barnett, Eastland."
said
"I :11 not kidding," I frowned.
"Me neither." said
mple.
"They :nake ^ lot of star-spangled hats in Washington.
wants one for me."
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SPANISH CLUB AND GUESTS — Posing in front of the
new Melrose High school auditorium are members of the
school's Spanish club and the visiting "Amigos" from Co.

loumbia, South America. Standing at left ls Floyd Camp.
bell, principal of the school. (Ail Photos by Gene Robinson)

AMIGOS AT MELROSE — Students from Colombia, South
America, and those from Melrose High school, came prepared to photograph each other during their visit In Orange
Mound. From left are Linda Harris, Ovidio Eusse, Jose
Upezui, Gustaio Quiroza, Edna Taylor and Billie Dawson.
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BASKETBALI. STAR — Towering over young Miss Elsie
Hernandez, one of the Amigos, is Bobby Smith. Kelm,
star of gridiron, hardwood and track. In the rear are wet
Terris Harris, Ronald Benson and Ovidio Eusso.

SECRETARY AND VISITORS — Meeting the guests in the
school office is Mrs. Bernetta Nash, second from right, getting her message over to Gilberto ('harry. Others from left
are George Whitney, Marina Naranjo and Hernando Col.redo.

A LITTLE SIGN LANGUAGE — When you don't know
Spanish, a little sign language can help out, and here Ezell
Jones resorts to the universal language in an effort to get
his message over to Juan Manuel Caro, left, by way of
Miss Beverly Plummer.

EXPLAINING ATHLETICS — Outstanding athletes at Melrose explain the use of different shaped halls to visitors.
From left are Gilberto Cbarry, Hernando Corredo, Athal

Bowers, Marina Naranjo, Fernando Martinez. Ezell Jones,
Luis Cardodo, Bobby Smith and Gladys Varela.
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VISITORS AND INTERPRETERS — Miss Barbara J. Savage, who teaches both English and Spanish, is shown as
she greets the interpreter who accompanied the South
American students to Melrose, as a Melrose Itudent gets
ready to take a photo.
WITH NHCC CADETS — Earl Patton, left,
shows one of the rifles to Gilberto Charry
as Capt. Jother D. Locke. Audrey Redeem-

ir, Hernando Corredo and Capt. Clifford M.
Oefterry listen to the English-Spanish conversation.

IN PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE — The students
are shown looking over photographs of
championship teams produced by the Golden
Wildcats of Melrose. From left are Principal

Floyd M. Campbell, Hernando Corredo.
Athol Bowers, Marina Naranjo and Lillian
Richmond.

Julian (Cannonball)
Adderley, 200-plus
pounds of great talent
an d goodwill, lounged
easily on the bed in hjs
North Side hotel room,
popping king-sized cigarettes into his mouth
every ten minutes, answering t h e telephone
on the first ring every
quarter-hour. and — betimes — talking about
many topics under the
general heading of jazz.
Like Kid Musicians:
"Kid musicians don't
have the respect for jazz
that kids used to have.
If Duke w a s playing
within 100 miles of my
home when I was a kid.
I'd go. But T wouldn't
think of' walking up to
him a n d calling h i m
'Duke.' Now, a kid will
walk up to him and say,
'Duke, what was wrong
with that last record you
made?' Everybody's
critic."
Like musicians generally:
"Musicians generally
don't want to play the
same rooms, for the
same people, nor wear
the same uniforms.
Jazz musicians are
strongly individualistic
and they want their individuality to be apparent. Otherwise, they'd
be a bunch of guys MM.ed Joe. I try to solve the

You mean to say.
I could
have bought
that big,
beautiful,
luxurious

problem by spotlighting
various stars. And it's
obvious they're in the
spotlight."
Like the current state
of jazz:
"I think it's straightening out. It's getting
together more and
more. J a z z, per se„is
bigger than ever. As a
name, it is sometimes
peculiar. But, in the last
five, six years, jazz records have been No. 1 in
t h e country. Ahmad
Jamal. Stan Getz. Dave
Brubeck. Louis Armstrong with 'Hello, Dolly.' These things hadn't
been happening before.
The name guys in jazz
have no serious problems. And they're earning more money than ever before. Talk of jazz
being in eclipse is the
craps... What has actually happened can be
expressed in baseball
terms. People don't seem
to want to see the farm
clubs play. If it's not
first class, they don't
want it. There are no
clubs for the farm acts.
The country is affluent.
People want to see major acts. It's hard for the
young groups coming
along. Few farm clubs
for them to play in.
They're a 11 either ble
acts or nothing's hap.
pening. The same thing

Dodge Polara,
and I would
have gotten a
383 cu. in. V8,
carpeting,
padded dash,

can be said in baseball
to think of ourselves as
have something f o r
or in the newspaper
modern traditionalists," everybody. Sweet. Hip.
business. It's all or
Cannonball explains. If
Stomping feet. But,
nothing at all."
you haven't heard them
material is a problem.
Like his experiences
in person, then you
You know what you
with his own sextet:
know about them from
want, but you don't al"There are lots of
such Capitol albums as
ways know where you'things that keep you
"Dia Here," "Sack 0' re going to get it. We
going. We play several
Woe," "J i v e Samba," write some of it."
weeks in Texas and New
and "Work Song."
It's no easy job to
Orleans a n d Atlanta.
And, Cannonball, the
lead a band, having to
Places we couldn't play
leader, is still laying
control the myriad facbefore because of segre- that 'great big person- tors involved in the esgation. The last time we
ality on the people.
sence of such leaderplayed Atlanta, it was
ship, including the busiUnlike many modern
so beautiful I started
jazzists, he is no stick- ness end, and also fill the
to move there."
ler for the far-out cult role of its No. 1 perforLike personal-profes- r u le s, one of which
mer.
sional ambition:
seems to decree that it
But Cannonball, whose
"Spell it 'm-o-n-e-y.'
is the musicians' spec- educational advantages
I'd like to get more en- ial privilege to ignore or a r e pronounced, seems
trenched in the college insult the audience. In
to handle it all with
circuit. I want to tour the manner of all truly
easy aplomb.
Africa and the Far professional performers,
Tampa-born, educated
East. I want a sustain- Cannonball seeks to es- Florida A. & M. Univern g television show—
tablish a n d maintain
sity, he is the son of a
such as Skitch Henderrapport with his audion e-t I m e professional
son h a s (with Johnny
ences.
trumpeter who now
Carson). I'd like to be
Sometimes, while do- teaches English and
the musical director of ing it, he seems
Drama in Tallahassee.
to enthe show, conduct the
Cannonball himself
joy h i s chuckle-filled
band and do spots. The
comments about his taught high school in
music is all the same. tunes as
much as he Fort Lauderdale, FlorPeople like to depart- does actually
playing ida, for eight years.
mentalize music. B u t
them. The secret is:
He was 19 when he
it's all music—if its mu- even if
the people don't
began teaching. He had
sic."
know what the sextet's
to put his age up in orCannonball w a s in
playing, they're sold on
der to g e t his credentown for an engagement
its members as people, tials.
at t h e London House and they at least want
A product of an "old,
(now completed). h is to dig it. With the poutconservative
upbringfirst club date here in
ers, a whole lot of paying," even then CannonJULIAN (CANNONBALL) ADbrother and co-partner in jazz sextwo years. Since he was
i n g customers d o n't
ball was a believer in the
DERLEY (1) is seen with his
tet, Nat Adderley.
last here, there has been
really care whether they
basic tenets of respect.
only one change in his "dig it" or not.
He believed that school
football heroes were romained undaunted. He
popular sextet. Yusef
" All my life I've wantCannonball exercises
teachers should be remancing the 30-year-old
still speaks his mind, in
Lateef. the Jack-of-alled to be a jazz musit h e same concern for spected highly and that
women teachers. Young erudite
conversational
horns, is gone a n d he
cian," asys Cannonball,
his public when he is they should carry them- Cannonball
got up in
has been replaced by a
circles
(he's
a member
a Miles Davis graduate.
planning an album.
selves with dignity.
faculty meeting and said
young tenor sax-flute
of several civil rights
"My major motivation
"Nat and I sit down
He was quite shocked
what he thought about
genius named Charles
organizatio
ns), with his for wanting to be a leadand figure out what we
to
discover
that
certain
it.
an
act
which
caused
Lloyd.
want it to be. A side of
male professors were
a 1 t o saxophone, and
er is the freedom to
him to be ostracized by
Other members of the
an album should be a "going with" high school some.
through
the
medium
of
control
what the band
group are: Nat Adder- program. That
doesn't
girls and some of the
But Cannonball rehis band.
plays."
1 e y, Cannonball's little
necessarily mean it's '
brother and partner, on
going to sell any better,
trumpet; Louis Hayes, but people won't get
tirdrums; Joe Zawinul, ed of it as easily. feopiano; and Sam Jones,
ple like to play ouf albas.
bums because they're
They're still playing
refreshing and pleasing.
modern Jazz. "We like
So—in our albums, we

Edmo
or God
espress
vvnek a
an orp
top of
world
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foam seats,
and all
those
other things
at no extra
cost?

pawa

"But it never hit the headlines.
The City Editor's tough.
Gripes about every comma. Used to gripe
about his cigarettes tasting flat, too.
"One day I gave him a Kool. The first puff
does it. Now he's sold on that extra
coolness...that refreshing taste.
"Word gets around,and
now the whole city
room smokes Kools.

1)1

At Polara's prices, why clown around with smaller cars? See your Dodge Dealer.
Step right up and see Polara-wah a 121 inch wheelbase, weighing almost 4,000 road hugging pounds.
Powered by a 383 cu. in. V8 that runs not on regular. Padded dash, full carpeting. All at popular prices.

See all the new Dodges on display at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.
WATCH "THE BOB HOPE SHOW," NOC-TY. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING

C1965. Brown & Williamson Tobacco CorporatiOR
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Chubby Checker Writhes
In Ire At 2nd Rate Billin

NEW YORK — At the rate he
the bill uas not specified in his
is going, Chubby Checker, chief
contract but that Checker had
exponent of the twist, may soon
insisted on it for reasons of pressee his title changed to the antige.
gry young man of show biz.
Earlier the same day, CheckLast week, during a single
er, whose real name is Ernest
day, the popular singer:
Evans,
had granted an inter1) Walked out on his performview to newsman George Murance at the Rochester Theatre
phy, of the Rochester Democrat
here because he was not allowed
Chronicle. Murphy reported the
to close all three shows.
singer as telling him, "I never
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
2) Told a newspaper reporter
ran into prejudice in the South.
Washington Correspondent
that he has never considered
I didn't ever thing of myself
.**41.1a•••••••••••••••••••itHa44••••••••••••••***** himself colored and still does
as colored, and still don't."
not, and:
WASHINGTON — There let the public know "the status 3)
Asked his opinion of the rights
Admitted that his marriage
were two important meetings of the challenge."
struggle, Chubby Was quoted as
to white European becuty queen
in Washington last week. Both The challenge is still to unsaying, "You know what the anCatherine Lodders was the last
were Negro meetings, but the seat the five "so-called" Conswer is?" Answering his own
thing he thought he would ever
reception by the administration gressmen from the( U.S. House
question he said, "It's educado.
was markedly different for of Representatives. When Contion. That's all there is to it.
The
slimmed-down
Checker,
each one.
gress convened last January
If a young Negro is pushed by
who
lost
60
pounds
and
now
First came the elected offi- MFDP amassed 149 votes in
his parents and he has the stuff
cials of the Southern states, favor of the unseating. They weighs in at itte, stormed out
to begin with, he'll make it."
of
Auditorium
the
Theatre
here,
the administration's favorite need 68 more. It is their aim
Regarding his interracial marCHUBBY CHECKER
campaign workers and many to canvass Congress for the got into his pick Rolls Royce
riage, Checker told Murphy,
home
drove
to
and
Philadelphia
point
when
the
group
boiling
who had done the most import- necessary 68 more and ride
"You know it's funny that I marafter a spat a 1 Mrs. Lenard asked to close one ot the three ried her. I never liked beauty
ant act of all, even big money herd on the 149.
Alartuta,
head
of
Jill
Enterprisi
shows.
to the campaign.
Whoever is the "general" on
queens. Sometimes when I get
They were invited by the ad- this maneuver is smart to keep es, the organization promoting An agent for the Dreamers angry I tell her, "damn beauly
the
show.
Mrs.
Martuta
said
May.
threatened
to
pull
the
group
out
ministration, met at the
running check on the 149, for
queens," and she tells me,'Don't
.flower Hotel, a very plush es- many of the "liberals" who that Freddie and the Dreamers, of the show if Checker did not call me that Mr. Checker.' She
tablishment and received at[supported the measure felt the a nrittish Rack and Roll group agree to the request. Checker calls me Mr. Checker when we
,the White Rause by the Presi- unseating ass as unlikley currently drawing raves from wouldn't and didn't.
argue."
dent and Lady Bird.
as a snow ball in hell. If by the younger set, had been to hit When someone in authority Checker closed the interview
It was a busy day for the some miracle, MFDP really the younger set, had been the backstage argued in favor of
stating that he had never been
President no different from comes close MFDP can sepa- hit of the show, although Chub- Freddie's group closing the
by had been killed as the star. show, Checker took his walk. sorry a single day for his mixany of his other days. lie greet- rate.
ed them with a reminder that MFDP did not meet in a fan- The controversy reached the Mrs. Martuta said his spot on ed marriage.
CP Life Membership plaque. The re- he had little time, but stayed cy hotel; no benefactor was goSammy Davis, Jr., star of Broadway's
and stayed and stayed.
ing to pick up the tab for
cipient is president of the Department Lady Bird, the dogs in hand them. They met at the Metro"Qolden Boy," pauses between shows
Store Workers Union in New York came to greet the Southern politan AME Church, and evto present Sam Kovenetsky his NAApoliticians, and she too, just en that was interesting for
City.
talked and talked and talked. their minister was one of the
During the day the politicians very late enthusiasts for the
were given the facts of life, 1963 March on Washington.
as the administration sees It: No fancy clothes, no cock.
Take advantage of the federal tails, and no great press folfacilities already at hand.
lowing.
Much stress was put on the No television cameras were
poverty program. Here again, about. Could it be the "charm"
the importance of involving of this grass roots movement
poor Negroes without advanta- is too close to the nitty-gritty
ey EUGENE METER and the exact counterpart of those of Colonel Shaw and she made ges that they may be equipped of Mississippi politics to give
she had borrowed. She then his portrait. The portrait was and trained for the technologi- them exposure?
ROMAYN FELDMAN
took the model of the hand and tennial exhibition. Critics call- cal present was the emphasis. Given half a chance Mrs.
Teacher of History
ed it a striking original work. LBJ gave precise and suc- Hamer might well have told of
Edmonia Lewis was a lover made one like it.
Later a friend gave her $g The young Negro sculptress cint advice to many of the that disappearing family In the
OT God and of liberty and she
she opened a used American Indian themes Southern politicos on the best state. And that would give the,
e,apressed her love through her and with this
studio in Boston. She hung out in some of her work largely way to wade through segregat- state a bad image.
Walt as a sculptor. Although
"Edmonia Lewis, Art- because of reverence for her ed bureaucratic red tape.
Mrs. Hamer insists that in
an orphan she struggled to the a sign
1st." She early showed her mother's people. One of her Between him and the Texas America a man, his wife and
top of her craft and- became
first work works concerning Indians is politicos was that special "mys- 6 children have disappeared
artistic
sense
and
her
latigid famous.
Included a portrait ef Robert G. called. "Marriage of Hiawatha" tic" that one Texan has for an- and not one law enforcement
She was born in Albany, N.Y.,
Shaw, the colonel of the first which was owned by Laura other regardless of race be- avncy in the state or the minJuly 4, 1845. Her mother was
colored regiment in the Civil Curtis Bullard of New York. cause it is possible, short of ry has ought to find them.
n woman of the Chipan
Another work with this same changing the status quo ahead Mrs. Hamer says the home
pewa tribe and her father a War.
the theme is entitled, "The Old Ar- f the white time schedule, to of the disappearing family
Negro. Her parents died when Shaw came irom one of and
rtw Maker and His Daughter." perfectly merge for a partici'. looked so strange for them to
she was but three and she re- first families of Boston
ardent abolitionist. Her favorite subject seems to ar goal.
have merely taken a trip. The
mained among the ChippeNas. was an
government issued a be based on liberty and how Texas politicians are a fair- table was set for the next meal.
Her brother helped ner re. When the
struggled, worked inatinr; lot, and would be evpeople
call
for
officers
to
serve
with
her
Couple of hogs were fresh-killceive an elementary education.
almost no whites and sought it. She honored en without LBJ as President.
POLICE PICK UP PICKET
Later she moved to Boston. Negro troops
ed (No one in their right mind
and white cam- More than half of the SouthShaw
was
many
Negro
volunteered.
Colonel
the lack of Negro construction workers,
Police drag a picket from the site of the
Here
friendless and penniless.
kills a hog and leaves for a
paigners for freedom of the ern politicos stayed three days
encircled the building project. (UPI
Federal Building in Cleveland. The demonshe stopped on the steps of anxious to do so because he
holiday) and no clothes were
slaves.
rather than one: The ones packed.
the city hall and ate a dry understood and highly valued
Telephoto)
strator was one of several arrested. The
and
worth
the
of
Necourage
She executed portrait busts in who stayed spent a great deal
meal of crackers.
arrests came when picket lines protesting
Colonel Shaw was terra-cotta of Longfellow, well of time at the Democratic Na- The family is gone, however.
Yet it was in this city that gro soldiers.
Despite the poor press, lawts
Boston
where
exhibited
in
known for h i s anti - slavery tional Committee and were obshe first saw the statue of Benyers for MFDP announced two
excellence attracted attention v i ews; Cap.. John Brown,
viously the favorite of the fa- lawsuits which seek to halt
lain Franklin and was seized
AA the desire of making some- and secured her many friends. whose actions for freedom vored.
spring municipal elections unthing like "that man standing It was through the kindness brought martyrdom; and Sena- Make no mistake, in the batand generosity of these friends tor Charles Summer, who Was tle that lirs ahead of the Ne- til October, at which time MFhere."
DP estimates Negro registraMiss Lewis r•ent to the studio that Miss Lewis was enabled to beaten by a slavery-man from gro for the next SO years, these
tion will be high enough for
of a Boston artist, Brockett and spend many years in Rome the South with a cane for his administration pets are as Imsome county's Negroes to parobtained clay, modeling tools studying a n d practicing her outspoken arguments against
portant as the ones who fight ticipate in the election process
and a model of a baby's foot. art. From Rome she sent a bondage.
with some effectiveness.
In three weeks she returned marble she called, "The Death She also made a medallion the battle with their noses
Forman refused to describe
1 King, Jr., head of the SCLC;
By A. S. "DOC" YOUNG
The actors stood out clearly:
with a reproduction of the foot of Cleopatra" to the U.S. cen- portrait of abolitionist Wendell pressed to the window pane.
In his fabulously-successful and James Forman, head tif Belafonte as a mediator.
and then he gave here a model killed in battle and was buried Phillips, who never ceased lee- Such a group followed last Missing administration officials career as a singer, Harry Bela- SNCC, into basic agreement on
But King adm:tted that Belaand no requests for poverty
tering and writing against the
with his troops.
of a woman's hand.
fonte has( p,ayed a vital role in
equalifor
racial
fonte
characterthe
war
often
how
has
been
were
morning.
They
Saturday
funds.
Meanwhile she fashioned for Artist Edmonia Lewis w a s evil of slaveholding. Her heart
"preventing a serious cleavized as the volatile, outspoken ty will be fought.
heraelf a set of implements — grea:Ly inspired by the example ant' soul were stirred be these the Micsissippi Freedom Demo- The latter poses quite a con- performer who eschewed the
age."
reBelafonte
role
was
The
men who gave of themselves cratic Party who came with trast to meeting earlier In the
The pi:mary issue between
soft,
easy,
pulilic
relations
way
press
conferduring
a
vealed
advancement
self1,
-sly for the
many purposes but basically to
— I week in which the focus WAS of doing things in :avor of be- ence in a dow.itown Atlanta mo- tbe SCLC (Southern Christian
of liberty.
opening channels for federal ing
Leadership Conference) and
independently himself.
tel, where King and Forman isBible also inspired Edmonia
fonds which must be done.
SNCC (student Nonviolent CoOver
Atlanta,
admitweekend
in
joint
statement
the
sued
a
Lewis. She produced many
But down there with the
ordirating Committ..e) was, dehowever, it seems that Harry ting their differences but demeritorious works of religious
grassroots movement, o n e
spite the latter organization's
turned diplomat and pulled a clared that they were "generalart, the most noteworthy being.
name, the matter of nonviolearns that federal money Is few
tricks out of the public re- ly in agreement on our strate"Hagar in the Wilderness,"
lence.
often a "reward" for good belations hag to avert, happily, a gy."
"The Infant Christ and Two
Rumors of growing tensions
havior. And the MFDP has devastating split between two
Adoring Angels," and "The
Belafonte, who only recently between the two groups had
been unmannerly enough to vital Negro civil rights forces.
Madonna With the Inf ant
helped
to
for
had
raise
$125,000
been brewing for months.
challenge the political structure
The story out of Atlanta is SNCC, stood by as the stateChrist."
Some SNCC people had acof the state.
that Belafonte, one of the most ment was issued.
After many years in, Rome
cused the SCLC of being "too
Had the administration offiimportant financial supporters
she returned to her home in
Formally, it was said that nonviolent."
cials come, they would have
of the civil rights movement, Belafonte's role was Ciat of an Some SCLC people, and other
Boston. This time, unlike her
had nothing tangible to of(er
known
first entry, she was well
wielded the vitt! influence, if "objective observer" during dis- civil righters. had accused the
the MFDP. Least of all, open not the
magic wand, which cussions between King and For- SNCC people of being too miliand acclaimed. She made a pilofficial agreement with their
grimage to the steps of the
brought
Dr.
Martin Luther man.
tant.
harrassment of the five "soCity hall where she had eaten
called" Congressmen. It is a
her dry meal of crackers when
pity, however, that no one had
she iirst came into Boston as
the, savvy to just ask a Lee
a young girl.
White, a Leroy Collins to just
She has come a long way
drop in.
from the Chippewa village, to
The
Democratic
National
Boston, to Rome and now again
Committee maintains they will
back in Boston. Her work
follow the decision made at the
adorned the rooms of many
National Convention: unless the
well known American homes
Lily-White Party integrates,
and in galleries in America and
they have no vote at the 1968
Europe.
onvention.
Her artistic feats, based on
C
A few strange rumblings inlove, religious faith, and a deep CONGRATULATIONS
be
l
n
is ex 1 90
be ddaoynse, tayitconcern for human liberty con- Edward Kennedy "Duke" El. iicaite
the next
tinues to be inspiration to youth lington celebrated his 66th
but
is unlikely that any MFDP
of today. Here is one of the
York while
birthday
in
New
greatest women of our country
member will be asked to join.
,
and her name should be known confirming his ventures into the
tone
expects it, that's for
to everyone.
realm of modern musical man- sure.
e
HARRY BELAVONTE

How Penniless Orphan Became
World Well-Known Sculptor

How Harry Belafonte Patched
SCLC, SNCC Strategy Rupture

According 1...) Etta Moten Bar- their visit to Zambia (formerly vember was with diplornetic
nett, Community Affairs Direc- Northern Rhodesia) last No-1 status.
tor of WNUS, "Women have
traditionally functioned as ne
'power behind the throne,' now
they must take their place
alongsicie men and be a Powei
on the throne as well as behind
it," she said.
Making a speech as guet,
lecturer for Women's Day Conat 12:40 P.M. and weigh•
vocation at Fisk University in Dr. and Mrs. Ralph G. John- born
pounds and three
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Barnett son of 9958 William Arnold ing eight
named at
spoke to students on women's Road are parents of twins, boy ounces, had not been
dynamic role in the new world and girl, born Thursday after- press time.
"Every living, thinking, feel- noon, April 29, at E. H. Crump Mother and babies werejeported "doing just fine."
'
Ating human beirg now has an Memorial Hospital.
opportunity to become person. Dr. Johnson is a professor tending physician was Dr. Flasie
ally involved in some kind of English at LeMoyne college Weiner.
effor: for the benefit of man." and Mrs. Johnson, the former The Johnsons are parenttof
"Nero women must not for- Miss Bettye Lois Smith, of two other daughtets, Gtexia
get their resopnsibility for en- Hazen, Ark., is a teacher at Elaine, 9, and Lois Goldiall
couragement, she added. "In Carpenter Elementary School 7.
the mw-found, respected digni- in Memphis.
Dr. Johnson, a native4f
ty that has come to Negro men The boy, born at 12:27 P.M. Pittsburgh, Pa., taught at Iliet
— they had it before but it and weighing eight pounds, college and Dillard University
wasn't legally respected—there will answer to the name of before coming to LeMoyne four
Ralph G. Johnson Jr. The girl, years ago.

It's Twin Boy And
Girl For Johnsonsl

Uncover
the truth...

Miss Emma Jean Moore
To Be Wed On June 6

Miss Bobbie Nelson
Is A Bride-Elect
Mrs. Lucy Wade, 736 Walker Science degree from Le Moyne
Avenue, announces the engage- College. She was sweetheart of
ment of her granddaughter, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
Miss Bobbie Lee Nelson to Sid- while at Le Moyne College.
ney A. McNairy, Jr., son of Mr. Presently is teaching at Maand Mrs. Sidney A. McNairy, nassas High School.
Sr. or 1405 S. Wellington St. Mr. McNairy attended St.
Miss Nelson is the daughter of Augustine High School, received the , B. S. degree from Le
Mrs. Cornelia Nelson.
The bride-elect is a graduate Moyne College, the M.S. degree
of Washington High School, from Purdue University in
and received the Bachelor of West Lafayette, Indiana.

Mr. and Mrs. Loyal Moore, where she was a member of the
Sr., 2266 Zanone Ave. announce Band and National Honor Sothe engagement of their daughciety; and received the B. S. ETTA 810TEN BARNETT
ter, Miss Emma Jean Moore to
He will receive the Ph. D.
degree from Memphis State will be much heed for encourdegree from Purdue University Commodore Cantrell Primous, University where she became a agement bolstering up, and
this June. He is a member of son of Mr. and Mrs. James member of
Delta Sigma Theta sometimes for consolation.
Alpha Phi Alpha and Alpha Xi Primous Jr. of 1788 Keltner.
"FL o; all, men aren't goSigma fraternities. Presently, Miss Moore is the grand- Sorority.
ing to be absolutely, confident
he is an associate professor of
Mr. Primous is a graduate of that they won't be rebuffed;
chemistry at Southern Univer- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gar- Washington High school, and and second, they will be rebufffield Moore of Memphis and
sity in Baton Rouge, La.
ed many times whether by habreceived t h e Bachelor of it or persistent tradition."
The wedding will take place Mr. and Mrs. Minor Scales of
-trs Barnett, who became
June 2 at St. Thomas Aquinas Olive Branch, Miss. Mr. prim- Science degree from Langston
Catholic Church. Following the ous is the grandson of Mr. and University in Oklahoma. He is famous for her excellent presentation of the musical stage
wedding the couple will return Mrs. James Primous Sr. of a member of Omega Psi Phi
plEy "Porgy and Bess" In the
to Purdue University for the Cleveland. Ohio, and of Mrs. fraternity, and is a teacher at 1940s, has been a much travelGeorgia
Avenue
School.
deconferring of his doctorate
er. diplomat in the African
Priscilla Dixon and the late Jim
The wedding will be solem- countries.
gree, and then to Southern Uni- Dixon of Fayette, Miss.
She and her husband Claude
versity where Mr. McNairy will Miss Moore was graduated nized June 6 at Beulah Baptist
Barnett, director and founder
resume teaching duties and the from Melrose High School Church.
of the Associated Negro Servbride-elect will begin studies
ice, a news service for Negro
newspapers, have made dozens
toward the Master's degree.
of trips as private citizens on
person-to-person basis to these
new African states, although

Neighborhood Club
Gives Spring Tea

"A Treasury of Springtime
Inspiration" was the theme of
the first annual spring Tea given by the South Montgomery
Neighborhood club on Sunday,
April 22, in the home of Rufus
Coleman of 1540 South Montgomery from 5 to 7 p.m.

Everything's
old fashioned about
OLD T nOR8

On hand to welcome the first
arrivals was Mrs. Azzie L. Dillihunt, president of the club.
Spring bouquets of flowers
were used throughout the
house, with a green and white
color scheme in keeping with
the furnishings of the room.
The dining table was overlaid with a cutwork of linen
cloth with a center arrangement of white gladioli and
greenery to complement the
white draperies. The flowers

were in a crystal bowl flanked
by silver candelabra and white
candles.
Honored guests were Mrs.
Miley Johnikan and Mrs. 0phelia Byas of the City Beautiful Commission.
Members of the Tea and
Planning committee headed
by Mrs. Willie B. Cunningham
as chairman were Mrs. Clytee
Lewis, co-chairman; Mrs. Ann
Holt, Mrs. Erma Franklin,
and Mrs. Fannie Jo Jones.
Tidying up the spacious Cole.
man residence were Mrs. Azzie L. Dillihunt, Mrs. Lucille
Gill, Mrs. Mary Haymer, Mrs.
Mamie Suggs, and Mrs. Fannie
Jo Jones.
Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson is
publicity director of the club.

Better whiskey
makes better drinks.
Prove it with
7 Crown. More people
do. Seagram's 7 —
The Sure One
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SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, 5 Y C
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S.S.S. TONIC ;SWAMP ROOT RADIO BATTERY
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Hot Dog on a Bun
& Soft Drink or Coffee
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DON'
T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

Floor Models Reduced
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MAGIC SHAVE
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They know that "old-fashioned" doesn't mean out of fashion. Good taste never goes out of style.
Like the smooth, rich, mellow taste of Old Taylor 86. Traditional? Yes! But so very modern. Try it.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey,86Proof,TheOld Taylor Distillery Co.,Franktor!and Louisville,Ky
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BEALE AT HERANDO — ONLY,

POST OFFICE AUXILIARY OFFICERS — The Women's
Auxiliary to Local No. 52 of the National Association of
Post Office Mailhandlers, Watchmen and Group Leaders
held their first Installation Dinner last week at the Passport Room of the Metropolitan Airport. Shown in picture
are: (I-r1 Mrs. Rose Brown, corres. sec'y; Mrs. Verley

Prof. R. B. Thompson, principal of Carver High School;
Mrs. F. Burton, chairman of Tea, and Mrs. D. Brack, co.
chairman. Committee chairmen not shown are Mrs. J.
Truitt, Mrs. S. A. Davis, Mrs. M. Walls, Miss A. Bracey
and Mr,. II. C. Irvin. —(Robert Morris Photo)

CARVER PTA TEA — Committee chairmen and leaders
who recently spearheaded a very successful Tea, the
theme, "Carver's Talent in Bloom". Left to right: Mrs.
F. Black, G. H. Hunt, Mrs. B. Worsham, R. L. Waller,
Miss J. J. Blackshire, Mrs. A. Sherod, PTA president;

Bell, third vice pres.; Mrs. Delores Gilmore, tress; Mrs.
Evelyn Iles, rec. sec'y.; Mrs. Geraldine Greens, president;
Quinton Fowler, president of Local No. 52; Mrs. Marldelle
Adams, fin. sec'y; Postmaster A. L. Moreland; Harold
MeVoy, national president of Mail Handlers; Mrs. Maurice
Tate, paiimtn; and Mrs. Geneva Woods, first vice president. —(McChriston Photo)

Avon Williams Speaks During Citizen's Fellowship Dinner
Atty. Avon Williams, NAACP Citizen's Fellowship Dinner,lation for the Advancement of $6.a-plate dinner which was
held in the Lane College Din.
by the JacksonlColored People.
counsel of Nashville, was the sponsored
speaker at the third annual Branch of the National Assoc'. Over 250 guests attended the log room.
Chairman for the occasion
was James Buchannan, recent
,winner of the Omega Psi Phi
, Citizen's Award, with Mrs. W.
Bell. wife of local NAACP
'president, serving as co-chairman.
The Alpha Beta chapter of lis Adams, and Joyce StevenJoe S. Merry accepted the
&lpha Pi Chi sorority held its son.
NASSAU, Bahaina, — (NPI)lI certificate of award as chair.
annual Easter fashion show ati Also Alice Watson, Eloise
— A riot was narrowly avertedlinan of the Legal Action cornCurries Club Tropicana. and Smith, Vivian Bryant, Doris as the Bahamas House of As- mittee which was presented at
the theme was "Sidewalks of Banks, Pauline Swayze, Daisy sembly passed coatroversicl reGiles, t'ennett !shame!, Ann apportnalment order ever pro- CP. Special praise was given
Paris."
Tracey, Marguerite Cutler, F. tests of Negro oppesition part to the Jackson chapter of
The show was presented for ,H. Miller, Judy Eiland, Charles headed by Lyncien Pindling, Links, Inc. who paid in full for
the benefit of the club's na-,Pickens and Floyd Hunt.
British-educated Lawyer.
,s Life NAACP membership
tional project, special educa. Members of the chapter are
indling threw the mace, during their International CofMrs. Thelma Davidson, presi- sym
of speaker's authority. fee Hour.
lion for retarded children.
dent; and sorors Maggie New. 0 u t of window into public The next highlight of the seaAmong the models appearing son, same smith, Minnie L. square as Premier L'Ur Roland son for the Jackson Branch
in the fashions were Mrs. Ear- Allen, Lucille Gist, Susie Cur. Symorette refused to make any will be a public program on
line Glover, Mrs. Bobbie Plun- rie, Susie Hightower, Roland changes in the order which op- Sunday, May 16 at 8 p.m. when
kett, James Logan, Stephanie Powell, Linnie Johnson, Doro- position says is designed to per. Roy Wilkins, executive director
Larry, Ruth M. Greenleaf, 01- thy Williams, Margaret Clay petuate white minority rule in of the NAACP, will be the
lie Young, Mable Mason, Phil- and Foster Johnson,
Bahamas.
main speaker.

Alpha Pi Chi Presents
Benefit Fashion Show

CALL
276-4459

In Bahamas,
13 Arrested

Out ef.town Gel Collect

10r

•
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION - MAIL COUPON
G•tiliefeem•

COMPLETE WITH AIRPLANE
LURPISAGI CARRYING, CASI

Without obligation. please •rring.
FRU .
NOME DEMONSTRATION et Me Reconditioned
SINGER at 115 IS.

R•coadlil000d Ev Oer Ows
Soctory•Trobisd Experts Win:
* AIR-COOLED MOTOR $
* 5-SOEID CONTROL
* NO-GLARE SEW LIGHT
4., SMART CARRYING CASE

May 5 thrti May 19
830.00 Off Any Purchase Price of Any Wig Warn Wig
Styles to Please Each Individual Personality - Styles By Specially
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take Advantage of Our Special Styling Offer
on Tuesday & Wednesday Only 83.00.
Approved Credit Applications — No Money Down

May 5 thru May 19

1VI
94 SO. MAIN

HIS WIG WA WI
31E
,
525-1433

Page
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Reception Held For William Joneses

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1961
0—

•
SATU

Postal Alliance Planned Banquet

A beautiful wedding was per- Miss Pearl C. Parker, maid of
formed at First Baptist, Chel- honor, Miaes Bettye Agness
sea on Friday, April 9, by Rev. and Helen Sails, bridemaids, The District Four Convention quet on next Saturday evening'James M. Stokes, Jr., Main Of- Mr. Stokes, is sercetary 'of
of the National Alliance of Pos- at Club Paradise, 645 E. Geor- fice Carrier 11 by phoning 948- the Convention and lives at 1861
P. L. Rowe. In an impressive and little Miss Carolyn Lynn
tal Employees will hold its gia, at 7:30 P.M.
2860.
Kellner Cl., Apt. 5.
ceremony, the former Miss Jackson as flower girl.
welcome program at Mt. Olive Speaking will be Ashby G.
Kathryn Jones, daughter of Mr. M. C. Shotwell was the best,
Cathedral
CME
on
Thursday
president
national
of
Smith,
Money Tree
and Mrs. 'William Jones, Jr., man. Elargie Watson and Mac
money tree, erected in dominexchanged vows with Laddie Tatum served as ushers. Mas- night, May 6 at 7:30, and the NAPE, of Washington, D.C.
CINCINNATI, Ohio —(UPI) town Fountain Square to propublic is invited.
who
Persons
wish
to
attend
Morris.
—Police said they found Wil- mote "Invest in America"
ter Ricky Hayes was the ring Guest speaker for the proshould contact Edwarl Driver, liam James Jackson. 20, up in bonds. The leaves" Jackso
Given in marriage by her fa- bearer.
gram will be Eugene Crow, Desoto
Station; Richard Mc- a tree clipping leaves.
her, the bride was stunning in
was charged with trimming
her white peau-de-soire and A reception was held immed- deputy assistant postmaster, Cloud, Central Station, or The tree happened to be a were 610 and $5 bills.
ace gown. She carried white iately following the ceremony. Bureau of Finance,' Washingcarnations.
The couple resides at 1130 ton, D.C.
The bride's attendents were North McLean, Apt. 2.
The Alliance will hold its ban-

0

Fixing up?
A

ariMarme-

eta.

KR. AND MRS.
WILLIAM JONES

WE WRITE

4
N es
TOPS AT CAMPOREE—The Central District of Camporee of the Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts of America was
held recently at Germantown and was
attended by 100 boys in seven troops and
one Explorer Post, and the most outstanding troops was 162 of Castalia Baptist

.1f44
bffrs
church with Lucius Gibson as scoutmaster
and Pahce Parker as senior patrol leader.
The purpose of the camporee is to strengthen patrols of troops by giving them more
opportunity for competition, Rev. Calvin
Mints is pastor of Castalia Baptist church,
and T. W. Williams, camp director.

AUTOM. FIRE, HOME OWNERS,
PUBLIC LIABILITY,
PERSONAL PROPERTY

INSURANCE
First National can help you with
that very necessary material.

HAS YOUR INSURANCE BEEN
CANCELLED?

Money! Money to replace blown-off shingles
or to buy a whole new roof. Money to paint
anything from a closet to an entire house.
Money to remodel,repair,rewire,rejuvenate,
First National has money to lend,and likes
to lend it with a minimum of fuss or delay.
At our low bank rates and easy bank terms.
Need a Home Fix-up loan? See us.

DO YOU NEED
PREMIUM FINANCED?

30 Years Serving Memphis &
The Mid-South

525-1262

[SMART

7 yra

5 ma

36 NA,

24 TA

6300

—

—

—

SI 400

1800

—

—

5635

7333

US

SICCO

—

32/ b6

37 77

4666

. 88 33

12 Pan
676SO

62000

—

43 33

SASS

93 33

17666

13000

$50 71

6500

98 31

14000

26500

—

—

64.55

65000

10833 _ 36335

1St
THE ROYAL PAIR — Fitting the king and
queen of the Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee in their royal robes are the queen's mother, Mrs. Virgie Butler, Sr., and readying
his highness, King Maurice Warner, is Mrs.
W. R. Bell, Dr. W. R. Bell, Miss Pearl Prld-

dy, a teacher at Woodstock school, and Mrs.
Suvella Horton. The king is a teacher at
Woodstock school, and the queen a freshman dental student at Meharry Medical
school in Nashville.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
mammas,n.X111.5.1

4,0S11

COM.411011

6

BILL SPEROS
310
UNION AVE.

COOL...
Winthrop
STRAWLON
$10"

MONTHLY PAYMENTS .

YOU
RECENE

Credit lite Insurance availabes A{MN extra cost

SAM PLOUGH
109 MONROE

•

90 days or 4.000 mile warranty on
all late models. FREE oil for the
life of your car.
Bonk Financing-No Fixed Down Payment
1964 PLYMOUTH Sport Fury
$2495
R ;1., H.T., Auto,., Fact. Air, 23,000 Miles
1963 CHEVROLET -II 300
6 Cyf., R.H., Extra Clean

$1295

1964 VALIANT V-200
4 Or,, R.H., Fact. Air

$1895

1963 BELVEDERE
4 Dr., R.H., Autorn., V•8 P.S.

$1495

1962 IMPERIAL
2 Dr., P.S., P.B., Fact. Air, V.8

$1895

ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.
'Where Your

Family Happiness Is Assured
Insurance Is The Best Investment You Can Make
Agency Force
Z. Jackson
J. Allen
Britt
P. L.
B. J. Kern
D. L. Barnett
Mable Rawlings
J. D. Gaston
A. R. Riley
M. C. Hicks
11. E. Rogers
P. L. Hardy
W. M. Washington
J. E. Isabel
W. C;Whitney
George'W.tee V.Pres.-Director-Mgr.

0

1960 PONTIAC
$1095
4 Dr., P.S., P,B., R.H., Air Cond., Atuorn.,
Extra Nice
1963 GAL. FORD
4 Dr., Adorn., 6 Cyl., Sharp

$1495

1964 DODGE Polara
$2495
Autorn., R.H., Air Cond., P.S., V.8, Sharp
1962 CHEVROLET
? Dr., 6 Cyl., Heater, Extra Clean

$ 895

1962 IMPERIAL CROWN
$2595
4 Dr., H.T., Green, ALHOrn., V.8, One Owner,
29,000 Actual Miles

it's the smartestUncicoolest thing
under the sun. The tough, durable
easy care fashion for business or
bennudas...in lively stylish colors.

COS

'
CI

62 So. Main-525-2152

$C Down
Payment**

**

a

1958 CHRYL. WAGON
R H., Air Conditioned
1959 PLYMOUTH 2 D I. Heol•r, Sharp
1957 PLYMOUTH V-11 Autimi.
1960 PLYMOUTH
6 Cyl , 4 Dr., H.T.
1960 PLYMOUTH V-8 Autoin., R.H.
1955 PACKARD 35,000 mi.

$595
$595
$435
$595
$695
$595

On The Spot Financing — EZ Terms

BILL
SPEROS 525-0581
310 UNION

Plymouth
Chryslor

526 Beale Ave.

526.1027',

uNgle

•
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TWO BOATS FOR CHARTER
t 1861

MEMPHIS QUEEN II
30$ Passengers
proerica",
eksos.
ming

MEMPHIS SHOW BOAT
599 Passengers
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 40 YEARS, MEMPHIS HAS ITS OWN EXCURSION BOATS,
WITH CAPACITY TO HANDLE A WHOLE
CONVENTION, A GOOD SIZE CHURCH CONGREGATICN, A BIG SIZE SCHOOL SENIOR
PROM, OR A MAJOR SOCIAL FUNCTION.

For Information Call
527-5694, 525-0943 or 392-2801
Public Cruisers Daily

II

•

ifdeg

MEMPHIAN IN JAPAN — Women's Army Corps Sergeant
First Class Josie E. Wenzl, a veteran of 22 years Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps and VVAC service at the WAC detachment, U. S. Army Garrison, Japan, Camp Zama, explains the "old army" and its taupe uniform to the "baby"
of the detachment, Private First Class Joan E. Ford, 20,
who has II months service. PFC
is the daughter of
Mrs. Sarah E. Ford of 970-C Lenow, Memphis. Sgt. Wend
is from Aurora, Cob. (USA Photo)
MALLORY KNIGHTS HELPERS — Participating recently
in a Tag Day Fund drive for the Mallory Knights Charitable
Organization, Inc., were these students, seen with Rev. D.
E. Herring, the president, kneeling in front. Standing at

OVER
75

top, extreme left, is Mrs. Louise A. White, who chaperoned
the girls. Girls are Millie Knowles, Suwette Sanders, Shelia
Thompson, Janet Jenkins, Anne Jackson, Alice Johnson.
Rita A. Green, Minnie Sanford, Loretta Vanderbilt, Gloria
Vanderbilt, Jacqueline Camper, Joline Harbin and Marline
scruggs, all of Porter Junior High school. Harry L. Strong
is founder of the organization.

CASH FAST!

40411111k
•1st 14,7

Here's an easy solution on how to ease rhe
"bite" on your income when if comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payback consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
during the week.

Vaimm.ro••••••="...".

•
TO CHOOSE FROM
(51 ears IN stash te glows* from)

Fast

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.

Service

Factory-approvod ioarrewity available ONLY
from year Cadillac dealer.
841 Union
JA 7.•no

• 152 MADISON
Phone 525-7611
• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581

SPEND YOUR VACATION IN NEW YORK
TENNESSEAN NAMED — Dr.
Grace L. liewell was appointed
Education Chief for the Committee on Education and Labor
of the U. S. House of Representatives. Dr. liewell Is a native of Tennessee, (Chattanoogal, but now calls New York
home. She was appointed to the
$24,500 job by Chairman Adam
C. Powell of the Committee on
Education and Labor. She as.
Burned her duties May 1.

At the World's Fair
LEAVE JUNE 14 - RETURN JUNE 19, 1965
FROM MEMPHIS
Round 'Trip Including 3 Nights in Motel and Two Doys
at Pair with stops over on• day In Woshington and
hall In Philad•lphia
$70.00
Reservations must meet deadline May 31, 1965
' Mrs. W.H. Baskerv,II• — Humboldt 784.1508•
Mrs. Willie Bell Rawls, Brownsville
Rev. J.T. Freemon; Poster, St. James Bopt. Church
Memphis Telephone 397.1293

GREYHOUND TOUR AGENT

Mr. G.G. Petyjohn 5271451

FREEMAN'S WAREHOUSE AIR CONDITIONER SALE
II•
ADMIRAL
- NORGE
2 Pc.
LIVING ROOM SUITE
As Low As

HIGH CAPACITY ADMIRAL ROYAL SERIES AIR CONDITIONERS LET YOU ENJOY DRY-COOLED AIR IN
SEVERAL ROOMS—EVEN AN ENTIRE HOUSE.
Slmspmaster models in 6,000 to 8,000 BTU cepacitIes provide
extra-quiet cooling for rooms up to 575 sq. ft. Available for
through-the-wall installation or with FAST MOUNT feature (as
laultrated) which permits easy do-it-yourself Installation, in
windows of varying widths up to 40' wide. Weather-resistant
aluminum frame and expanding side panels hold securely in
windows, yet you can install the unit in minutes. Handsomely
styled With wood-grain vinyl front

BEAUTIFUL
DINETTE
$39"
NO DOWN PAYMENT
UP TO 36 MONTHS
TO PAY
Superbly engineered... conscientiously manufactured.., rigidly
tested at every step in its production, the Fedders power plant
reflects the highly developed skills and techniques of an organization that has specialized in heat transfer and comfort control for
six decades. The finest components are used at no extra cost to
Fedders owners because of mass purchasing and production econohes available only to the world's largest selling air conditioner.

WH 8-2666 FREEMAN HOME FURNISHING INC. 1940 S. Lauderdale WEI 8-26661

L. C. SCOTT
FI•11 Sales Mar. et .

Call or come in to see Scott for
your Furniture or Wig needs
With the purchase of $390.00
or mere you will recolve FREE•
100% Human Hair Wig of your
Amigo of color.

Cull or come in to se• Shannon
for your Furniture needs - With
th• purchase of $390.00 worth
of Furniture, you will roceive
FREE a 100% Human Hair Wig
ef your choice of color.

JAMES T. SHANNOW
Asst. F1•14 Sales Mon* •,
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Student Librarians
Hear E. C. Stimbert

SA

The Student Librarians As- was introduced by Marshall
sociation observed its tenth Randolf of Hamilton, and she
Wednesday, in turn presented certificates
anniversary
on
April 28, at Melrose High to SLA high school seniors inik
school, and the guest speaker recognition of four years of1.11
was E. C. Stimbert, superin- service.
tendent of the Memphis City Installation of SLA officers
Schools.
for the 1965-66 school year Was
Mr. Stimbert, who was in- performed by Mrs. Helen Watroduced by Raymond Wells of terford of Hamilton, who charBooker T. Washington High ged each one to be faithful in
school, pointed that SLA mem- his office.
bers are rendering the great- The officers and the school
est of service to mankind they represent are Miss Gloria
books and related materials. Parker, Lester, president; Miss
He gave the SLA high praise Barbara Young, Melrose, vice
and said he hoped that many
president; Miss Anita Neal,
of its members would enter the
Washington, secretay;
Miss
field of library science.
Mr. Stimbert described the Anita Fields, Douglass, assislibrary of the future, which he tant secretary; Miss Sherry Irsaid will include carrals, and by, Lincoln Junior
High, treascubicle laboratories, similar to
the ones now used to teach lan- urer; and Misses Denise Wilguages, and in which a person liams, Corry, and Janice Jenmay -listen" to a book by icus, Porter, historians.
means of video tape. He advised SLA members to remain
Cool Heads
in school.
Presiding at the program SALINAS, Calif. —(UN)
—
was Miss Louise Green, outEvery head of western iceberg
going president of SLA and student at Carver High school. lettuce shipped to grocery
Also on the program were stores is first placed in a vaMiss Gloria Parker, Lester cuum where all moisture is
High, who explained the occa- "boiled" away at low temperasion; and Miss Gloria Brown tures.
of Melrose, who played an inThen the lettuce is kept at
strumental solo.
32 degrees Fahrenheit during
AWARDS FOR SENIORS
Mrs. Marion N. Jordan, co- shipment to preserve its freshordinator of school libraraies, ness.

0

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS was the outstanding presentation given by Prospect School recently at
the School Cafetorium, to a capacity audience. Featured
were musical scores based on the Walt Disney movie production sung by children of the third through sixth grades.

Beautiful costumes and attractive set decorations highlighted the production. Miss Jerline Williams Was in charge of
set decorations. Mrs. Mollie ('. Bolton was chairman and
director of the play. Mrs. Mary Brooks is principal

Realty Specialists
Sought For FHA Jobs

IF YOU NEED MONEY
WE NEED YOU

anderbIlt Prof
ID uonciuoe ii
Hanson Lectures

lend in Dublin.
LONDON — (1:PI) — A court "I had a few friends and
defendant was asked how be when you have friends money
had managed to spend a sto- doesn't last very long," the
len $196 during a single week- defendant replied.
Big Spender

0 •

WORK IN THE FASHIONABLE
JEWELRY FIELD
WITH SARAH COVENTRY
Must Have High School Education,
Car & Phone

Bolivar Girl Wins Omega's Talent Prize
' Miss Ruby Elizabeth AnShe -Was the first place windrews of Bolivar, Tenn., was ner in the "Miss Bronze West
declared the first place winner Tennessee- pageant presented
in a music talent demonstra- recently by the Jackson, Tenn.
tion sponsored during the Eas- chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
ter weekend by District Five of sorority. She is a talented singOmega Psi Phi fraternity.
er as well as pianist.
Miss Andrews is the daughter
As the winner of the contest,
of Mr. and Mrs. Gaston An- she will represent District Five
drews and a senior at Bolivar of Omega Psi Phi at the NatIndustrial High School, where ional Conclave to be held in Deshe is valedictorian of her class. troit, Mich.. in December.

LADIES

an eighth grade student.
STUDENTS FEATURED
Other featured student performers were Stanley Collins,
The U.S. Civil Service Com- al Housing Administration ofwho presented a trumpet solo, mission has just announced an fices in Mississippi and Tennes"This is My Country," and the examination for positions of see.
majorettes, Delores Savage, Realty Specialist in the Feder- These positions are concerned
Minnie Clark, Luella Caldwell,
with the acquisition, disposition
Bonnie White, Dorothy Thomas v
and management of residential
•
Birdie
performed by the White's Chap- and
Fleming, who
properties, both single and muldanced to an instrumental
tifamily dwellings. Starting salel band.
number, "Fascination C h a
ary is $7,220 per year.
Notable numbers played by
Cha," by Marchett.
Applicants must have five
the band were Fred Weber's
The vocal part of the proyears of qualifying experience,
"Waltz Festival," and John gram was performed by memor education, which must have
Phillip Sousa's "Stars and bers of the Weaver Cborus,
included two years of specialized experience in the particuwith notable selections iricludStripes Forever."
"Rockin'
Jerusalem,"
Dr. Dewey W. Grantham, lar field.
The band's final number was ing
with Edna Snelling as soloist; Jr., professor of history at Van- Applications must be filed not
conducted by Ruthie McIntrye, "Tell Me Why," sung with
the derbilt University and author later than May 20 with the
lights out, with a surprising, of the book, "Hoke Smith and Board of U.S. Civil Service Exspectacular display of glowing th.: Politics of the New South," aminers for Federal Housing
star on the backdrop of the closes a series of LeMoyne lec- Administration, Federal Office
stage and on students' uni- tures this week.
Building, Memphis, Tennessee.
forms.
He will speak two nights,
Full information is available
Other featured students were Thursday and Friday, in the from the Board, at Federal
Westley Nathaniel, Kevin Alumni Room of the Hollis F. Housing Administration offices
Brooks, Edna Snelling and Price Library on the college in Mississippi and Tennessee,
or at Post Offices in these
James Bruce Jones, who sang campus. Both lectures start at states.
"Amen."
8.
Concluding remarks at the
The speaker will discuss "The
a.
program were made by Calvin South and the Politics of SecParks, principal of White's tionalism" Thursday night and
school,
Elementary
Chapel
and Leonard Holley, principal "The South and the Reconstrucof Weaver Elementary school. tion of American Politics" FriWeaver's next spring pro- day night.
gram will be presented on WedDr. Grantham will be the
nesday, May 12, at 8 P.M., and fifth lecturer in a series known
will feature students and teach- aa The Alma C. Hanson MeHere is your old friend who most of you
ers of grades one through four. morial Lectures.
MISS RUBY ANDREWS
already know. Born and reared here in
Memphis.
Mr. James A. Jubirt is now Sales Manager
at Tri-State Furniture and Appliance Co.,
Stmpd. Add. Envelope. Give Birth dates.
located at 1217 Thomas St. at Firestone.
4 years study at Henderson Business dealMy PERSONAL Attention to all questions.
ing with people.
!
Mr. Jubirt comp I eted High School here,
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Gebhart
College, 15 years doing direct selling and
Rt..#2 Dept. T.S.D.
he is a family man,father of three daughters,
Sunday School teacher at St. Paul Baptist
Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Church,
a.,
CASH or MONEY ORDER
Mr. Jubirt sold two years at Woothen's
MR.
JAMES
A. JUBIR1
Furniture Co. on Hollywood and wishes all
his friends and you to feel free to call on him at Tri-State where he is convinced
that quality is tops, credit is easy and prices can meet the Poor Man's Budget.
No one can say that this man is ever guilty of misusing when he is called upon
for services of any kind.
For a Fair Deal in your household goods feel free to let Mr. Jubirt call on you at
your home or bring you in the store and work a plan that will meet your satisfaction.
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS
You will be proud of his services. Just call 527-7533 Today!

Weaver Chorus And White's
Chapel Band Give Concert
Highlighting the spring activ- Music was furnished by the
ities at Weaver Elementary Weaver chorus. Sponsors of the
school recently were an Easter program were Mrs. Zenery
chapel program and a musical Shipp and Alfred Rudd.
concert.
"Music America Sings And
The Easter chapel program Plays" was the theme of the
was held April 15 at 9:30 in the musical program sponsored by
school's cafetorium with Rev. Kurl McKinney of White's
William Smith, pastor of Col- Chapel school and Alfred Rudd
Ins Chapel CME church, as of Weaver, with the instruthe principal speaker.
mental part of the program

POSTER CONTEST WINNER — The winner of first prize
for fourth, fifth and sixth grade students in the annual
city-wide "Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up" poster contest was
Edwina Vernon, fourth grade student at Georgia Elementary school, who made her entry with popsicle sticks, construction paper, cellophane and cloth showing a man fixing a roof and a boy cleaning a yard. The student received
a $10 prize at the Memphis Art Academy. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Eddie Vernon of 832 Walker ave. On
hand to witness her receiving her prize was Mrs. Othella
S. Shannon, principal of Georgia Elementary (MLR Photo)

FOR AN EARLY
INTERVIEW
CALL 946-2129

•

HELLO THERE

1--QUESTIONS-$2.00

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
ONLY $100 OR LESS DOWN

TRI-STATE FURN. CO.

1956 PLYMOUTH
4 Dr.

$195
$595
$195

V-8, Automatic
Trans. Radio & Htr. ONLY

1957 FORD
V-8,

Automatic Trans,
Radio Heater, New White Tires

1957 OPEL
2 Dr.

Sedan, With Radio, Htr.
All Vinyl Interior

Genuine

Champale ••••or nothing!

1957 DODGE
1958 CADILLAC
Radio, MT.

"America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor"
CHAMPALE is like nothing else you ever tasted—
except champagne, Sparkles a meal, a moment, or
a midnight snack. Buy it wherever beer is sold.
Distributed by

Always insist on the one the only. the original
CHAMPALE 'America's Largest Selling Sparkling
Malt Liquor'••o,f00.0t.$ Moll. Of a, a.0
.
0

A. S. BARBORO, INC., 119 St.

Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6813

$595
$795

4 Dr. V-8 Automatic Trans., Radio,
Power Steering & Air Cond
"tr.

Auto. Trans., Power
& Brakes, Real Nice

Steering

Many More Bargains To Choose From

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143
45 YEARS WITH DODGE

1217 THOMAS

527-7533

Mr. Jubirt works for a company who takes
great pleasure in making church contributions
on all sales. Therefore we are making an
allowance to any customer that buys here
at our store, a contribution to his or her
church in the amount of 2% of the entire
sale to your church to be applied on the
member & customers church pledge of
tithers on any that the customer may desire.

•
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CORE Members,

BETTER BUY AT

shall
she
cates
rs
a of
in

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER

leers
as

Wacharul in

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
_absiga
Now On Display

.chool
loria
Miss
vice
Neal,
Miss
assisry Irtrees• WilJen-

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2(above) has joined the Mustang

—
eberg
icery
a vare is
pera1

Hardtop and Convertible.

pt at
during
fresh-

PRE-SELECTED
USED CARS
'63 Galaxie $1695
"500" 4-Dr. Power & Air,
one owner. Like new.

•

'63 Ford . ..$1695
Country Squire Station
Wagon, loaded.

'62 Olds 488' $1795
Power & Air.
'63 Ford . .$1395
Sedan. Today's

Country
Special.

'631/2 Gal.. $1695
H.P.
"500" Fastback, 300
Stick Shift.

'62 Merc. .$1195
4 Dr. Loaded, Air Condition.

'63 Falcon $1295
4 Dr. Automatic. Air Condition.

'57 Lincoln . .$495
O

Cream Puff.

Chev. . .$495
Sharp!
'61 Ford . .$895
Station Wagon, Special.

•

SPORTS
HORIZON

Friends Wear
Freedom Hats
NEW YORK CITY — (ANN')
— A hat that has become an
emblem of the Civil Rights
movement is being distributed
by CORE to show support for
its program.
Called a Freedom Hat, it is
the same hat that was worn
last summer in Mississippi and
Louisiana by Civil Rights workers involved in voter registration. Only the band has been
changed to speak out the word
' reedom."
Freedom Hats gained popularity as a sun and rain shield
among student workers in the
Civil Rights movement during
their bitter toil in the South.
It has become a beloved
symbol with an ironic twist
since a similar hat is still being worn by plantation workers
in the South.
CORE has adopted Freedom
Hats as a means of identifying
Negroes and whites with Its
work. It is being worn in demonstrations, picket lines and sitins to signify the Civil Rights
purpose of the action.

.11111101111111111MBy DILL LITTLNIMMNIIIIIII

MELROSE HEAVILY
lips dropped the baton after
FAVORED
running about 120 yards but
The Melrose Golden Wild- luckily his Douglass mates had
cats, disappointing in the Cl. given him such a lead that he
viten Relays when two of their could afford to turn around on
top relay teams were disquali- the track and pick up the holtied on unfortunate mishaps, low piece of plastic and conunleased a powerful aggrega- tinue. Ironically, it was the
tion to gain the upper hand in fastest time registered this
the preliminaries of the Dis- season by the state champion
rict.
foursome.
Four track and field meet STAR-STUDDED-REGION
last Saturday afternoon at the When the qualifiers from the
Fairgrounds. The Orange four districts that comprise
Mound thinclads made a clean this area collide Saturday at DRIVER CONGRATULATED — Actor-singevent. His Dodge Dart averaged 23:5 miles
weep of four field event finals the Fai.lrounds in the West er Sammy Davis, right, congratulates 17.
per gallon in the Los Angeles-to•Times
and qualified runners in the 11 Tennessee
Regional, f ans year.old Marty Payne on his thIrd-place
Square marathon. On arrival in New York,
remaining events which were should witness some spectacu- finish in the recent 3,300-mile cross-country
he visited United Nations headquarters and
scheduled to be unreeled Mon- lar duels. Negro Prep League
Mobil economy run. Marty, a high school
saw the Broadway show, "Golden Boy,"
day night at the same site,
teams will be competing for senior from Santa Monica, Calif., was the
which stars Davis.
The 30 points picked up by the first time.
first Negro to compete in the 29-year old
Melrose in the field eevnts vir- Melrose, the league's likely
tually sewed up the team champion, figures to make a
championship and assured the fine showing in the meet Satdistrict of a new champion. urday hut doesn't expect to
Manassas, who won last year dethrone powerful Catholic for
OKLAHOMA CITY, (NPI) — couple charged the
explosion
An Oklahoma City couple filed
in a tight point scramble with the team title. Melrose can
occurred the day Sears' sersuit in U.S. District court
Booker T. Washington and match the Terriers with speedviceman installed a new gas
Melrose, had only three points sters, however, the well balagainst a chain department
clothes dryer the Newtons had
after the prelims. Washington anced District One kingpins
store for $41,606 demages for
trailed Melrose with seven fol- are led by a pair of record Carver and Douglass moved records.
purchased from the company.
injuries and damages suffered
lowed by Patterson with four, breakers in the field and a a step closer to their showMitchell Road with three and crew of consistent distance down for the Prep League PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS last Feb. 25, when a gas
AUTHOR'S AGENT
Division I
Douglass scoring two.
runners led by Ronnie Klinger, baseball crown with victories
clothes dryer exploded in their
WANTS MANUSCRIPTS
W. L. Pct.
FOUR RECORDS SET
a double winner in the 880 and 1ast week despite narrowly
Manuscripts of oll hind. wontod.
Carver
7 0 1,000 home.
fttpogiong BOOKS. Waiting market*
Elbert Rich broke the pole mile runs.
averting their first defeats of Hamilton
the world OWN. Demand
6 2 .750
Sears, Roebuck and Company end boy•rt
vault record with a 11 feet five The relays usually provide the season. Carver had to set•fl,
fttfd. .apply. A soiling agoncy
Bertrand
4 4 .500 were named
gets ',suit* for its authors.
inches vault. Actually, the old the most excitement at a track tle for a 5-5 tie with Mitchell
defendants in the that
Writs Zorn liktrary Agency. 149
Washington
3 5 .375
High Pork
record of 11 feet held by Wil- meet and this time records Road while Douglass was
Avenue, Ootk
101,
2 6 .250 action filed by Georgia Lee Toronto 9, Canada.
Geeter
liam King of Brownsville Car- might be set in most of them. forced to come from behind for
Mitchell
1 6 .143 and ..Napoleon Newton. .The
ver, was set in the Region III Less than a second separates the first time this season to
Division II
meet last year. Since most of the mile relay foursomes of nip scrappy Melrose 6-5.
Douglass
7 0 1.000
those teams now belong to the Frayser, Oakhaven and Doug- Carver routed Geeter 13-1 as
Manassas
6 2 .750
TSSAA and District Four those lass. Frayser's quartet, led by Kenneth Samuels and Gentry Mt. Pisgah
2 3 .400
marks set in the regional here- terrific quarter miler Barry Delaney spun a no•hitter. BeMelrose
2 4 .333
to-fore will go into the present Reno, has turned in the best hind 5-0, Douglass scored once Lester
4 .200
district record books.
time with a 3:26.5.
n the fourth then used a bases Woodstock
Ii 6 .000
Ricky Tate upset the field in HOUR OF DECISION
oaded triple by Jacques Tate
the long jump by leaping 22 Memphis State may still land to knot the score in the fifth
feet to barely edge out William the much sought after Bobby against Melrose, Moments laHurd of Manassas and team- Smith but the zero hour Is ter Tate scored the winning
mate Bobby Smith. Smith tied nearing. Bobby took the en- marker on a wild pitch.
his personal record In the high trance test to MSU last Sat- In other games Manassas
jump, topping the bar at six urday and the results are ex- scored 14 times in the first innfeet two inches. That mark pected to be announced this ing against Woodstock enroute
also equals the TSSAA state week. According to the Mel- to a 16-1 win. The frame was
record. However, the limble rose star Oklahoma and West- highlighted by four homeruns.
jointed Smith owns the T7rISAA ern Kentucky have tendered A pair was socked by James
standard which is two Inches the best offers. Bobby would Wright-l.with Melvin Royster
better at 6-4. The later is an prefer staying in Memphis so and Houston Chaffin registerall Negro schools state organi- he can be near his family.
ing one four bagger each.
zation.
Highland 100, Highland 100 Chaffin had another homer in
Leroy Motion of Melrose where are you? The Tigers the second inning. Fred Herrtossed the shot 48 feet 3 and booster group could be the ing had five hits to lead the
inches to break the old rec- mediator which finds one of hit parade. Howard Terry and
ord of 46-feet-7-inches set last their top recruits just shy of Oliver hit homeruns to lead
year by Claude Humphreys of, •pitt-ut-ima a 01 pap! amaiii Hamilton to an 8-2 victory over
Mitchell. The Wildcats were
Lester.
tappled by and identical score
James Burkins of Patterson
earlier
in the week by Father
hurled the discus 134 feet 8
Bertrand. Washington shook ADDRESSED LAWYERS
inches to nail down the one
its losing and put together a
victory that didn't go to Melpair of triumphs. The Warriors Dr. Robert C. Weaver, adminrose.
downer Geeter 5-3, and won a istrator of the Ilousing and
In all, eight records were
Home Finance Agency, was
established in the preliminar- FLINT, Mich., (NP!) — Mrs. 9-6 battle with Bertrand. Maguest speaker in Washington,
Birdie
Agell,
70,
wept
as
she
Pisgah
7-6.
off
Mt.
nassas
held
other
marks
ies. Some of the
at the annual Lay Day celebrathat
she
has
lost
told
police
and
Douglass
lead
Carver
dash,
9.8
100-yard
were the
tion sponsored by the 20,000:21 in the low hurdles, and the a bus ticket she purchased at their respective divisions with
:22.5 clocking in the 220 by the the Greyhound Bus terminal 7-0 records .Only three games 1 member American Trial Lawiron man efforts of Hurd. and discovered when she re- remain for the leaders. Manas- yers Association. Dr. Weaver
James Rodgers of Woodstock
AMBASSADOR
sas is in second place behind was joined by Kermit Bailer,
broke his old mark in the 880 turned to the ticket desk, that Douglass while Hamilton trails ..,istant administrator for Com$58
•
with a 2:01.6 swift running of a man had turned it in, asking
•
Carver. Both teams have 6-2 munity Programs in the HIIFA.
he two lap race. Melrose had for "my money back."
•
a :49.5 in the 440-yard relay The ticket was valued at $40.
while Douglass posted a re111
Police had no clues as to the
111
Per Month.
markable 3:27.5 in the mile reIdentity of the man who played
ay.
In the latter race Lloyd Phil- "finders-keepers."
All Cars Carry Full Standard Factory Equipment; Heater, Directional signals, self-adjustIf you want the lowest rate for drivers under 25
ing double safety brakes, oil filter, front arm
If you are clean and tired of high rates
rests, seat belts, sun visors, freight and federal tax.
If you have lost your license
111
111
•AFTER NORMAL DOWN PAYMENT
A LIFETIME OF
If you are about to loose your license
11
111

Carver And Douglass Couple Sues Gas Dryer Co.
Remain Undefeated

mum••••••••••••••■
: NEW 1965 RAMBLERS:
•
1$

DOWN

Finds Lost Bus
Ticket Gets $40

•

AUTO LIABILITY -•COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE

ed

• ALL NEW CAR TRADE-iNs
ALL IN FACTORY WARRANTY

. on

'65 GALAXIE "500"

$2495

4-Door Cruise-O-Matic, Power Steering, V-8.
at
, n.

'64 FALCON

CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
INCOME-OPPORTUNITY
SECURITY

$1695

BOYS—GIRLS-18 TO 55
MEN—WOMEN

$1.995

Grammar School Sufficient
For Many jobs
This Is Your Opportunity
PREPARE NOW FOR

Hardtop, Still in Warranty.

'64 GALAXIE "500"
Hardtop, V-8, Automatic, Like New

'64 GRAND PRIX
Full Power, Factory Air.

'64 FALCON FUTURA

3

$1495

Loaded With Extras.

'64 FALCON

$1395

2-Door, Like New.

'64 GALAXIE "500"

$1795

Loaded—See Today!

'64 FORD PICKUP

$1495

CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
IN YOUR AREA
And Keep Your Present job While Training
If you are a U.S. Citizen—,
d in your future,
nicely' full information on how to gOrt a government job, list of Civil Service positions and salaries,
for which we can train you. Mail below to:

$1595

Like New—Don't Miss This One.

"500"
•GALAXIE
Loaded. Air
4-Door.

$2195

III

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
635 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

AMERICANS, CLASSICS and AMBASSADORS

!SECURITY
•65
•

RAMBLER

UNION

JA S•6393

KEY TRAINING SERVICE OF MEMPHIS

Room 103, DuPoint Bldg.-22 So. 2n4 St.-527-9167

Style Side—Like New.

'64 PAIRLANE

• PRICES REDUCED ON '64

If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you need free help, advice, Reid(
and efficient service, call Now!!
526-2381 or 526-5749

N•m,

•r rout*
City
rrosomt

OM

Al.
kw
Hama i.
111111ty
. Tim• tumefy at .1,oi;vit

Conditioning.

'63 CHEVROLET STA. WGN..41795
Loaded With Power and Air.

SIMMER SPECIALS

ON AIR CONDITIONING
CENTRAL-UNITS• WINDOW-UNITS

STAG BEER
COTTON CARNIVAL SPECIAL
OFF

STOP BY YOUR

REGULAR

FAVORITE RETAILER

PRICE

TODAY

6 PAK CANS

STOCK UP AND SAVE

FANS

mien
HEW FORD_

Up $o 36 Mos. in

2450 Summer
Phone 4511-1151
*If You Qualify

•

Home Remodeling — Den Additions
Kitchens Remodeled
F.H.A. and CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
FREE ESTIMATES

KLONDYKE
FURNITURE 11 APPLIANCE CO.
275-$4$1
1214 Jackson Av•.
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-A 50 NDCC Cadets
Attend Spring Camp

1••
•111.111MAIMIIIMMOMM••••111111•11

CLUB NOTES
•..U...UUUU••UUUU.U.UUI
THE MEMBERS OF PERSONETTE SOCIAL CLUB made
plans to hold a raffle of a Steam Iron during their recent
meeting at the Waldorf Grill, 145 Auction St. The drawing will
be held Saturday night, May 8 at the Waldorf Grill to begin
at 8:00 p.m. President is Mrs. V. McKinney; secretary, Mrs.
L. Strong and, Mrs. S. Ward is reporter.
• • •
THE C.G.O. MEETING attracted more than 900 persons
recently when the principal speaker was Sheriff William B.
Morris, Jr. Accompanying him was his aide, Roy Nixon.
Sheriff Morris outlined his work, and reviewed his accomplishments since taking office less than a year ago. Those present
pledged their cooperation and support to him. Mr. Nixon also
addressed the group assembled.
Mrs. Vito Brazelle was designated by the staff to arrange
for a speaker at each of the meetings. The next meeting will
be held at C.G.O. Hall, Vance and East, on May 12.
• • •
THE STITCH AND CHAT SEWING CLUB presented its
14th annual Fashion Show and Tea at the Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority House on Saxon, Sunday, April 25.
Appearing on the program were Tommie Pinkston and
son, Donald Pinkston who provided wonderful music for the
Mrs.
models and entertained guests throughout the evening.
show.
Mamie Mitchner and Miss Lavetta Glover narrated the
their
All models were very lovely, and especially pretty in
Easter frocks.
The annual scholarship awards went this year to Miss
Barbara Gene Pegues, and John Ester Hamilton.
The club colors of pink and white were beautifully carried out in the decorations. The guests were served from an
attractive refreshment table at which the hostesses were Mrs.
Victoria Becton and Miss Carrie Canada. Refreshments were
Riley,
through the courtesy of the Pet Milk Co., Mrs. Mildred
consultant.
Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson and members wish to express their
appreciation to their many friends for the support given them
in this endeavor. Mrs. Eva Hill is reporter.

man. Standing, same order, are Mrs. Mary Daniels, Miss
Mary Chaney, Miss Charlotte Hines, Mrs. Callie Stevens,
Mrs. Lillian Legins, Mrs. Lizzie Russell and Mrs. Rubye
D. Spight. (Hooks Photo)

HONOR FOR TEACHERS — Four teachers were honored
during a program at the Florida Elementary school last
week, and here they are seen with program participants.
Seated from left are Mrs. Gloria White, Mrs. Estelle L.
Eggleston, Mrs. Hazel .r. Bivins, and Miss Ada M. Ate.

Cotton Makers Give
Schedule Of Jubilee

tour
"King Cotton Moves Forward" junior royalty will make a
is the theme of the 1965 edition of the city starting at 8:30 a. m.
of the Memphis Cotton Makers' and a royal tea will be held in
Jubilee, which will begin its ac- the Foote Homes auditorium at
tivities on May 9 with the crown- 7:30 p. m.
ing of Master and Little Miss Friday May 14, the childrens
Rubye D. White Gold in Tom Lee Park on
Four teachers were honored;extended by Mrs.
parade will start at 9 a. m., the
and;
Russell
Riverside drive at 3:30 p. m. Juvenile Platter party will be
v,;:th flowers during a recent;Spight, Mrs. Lizzie
faculty meeting at Florida Ele- Mrs. Lillian Loggins.
On Monday May 10, the offic- given at 12 noon in Church park
Also honored during the promentary school.
opening of the Midway will auditorium, and the Grand Juial
White,
Recognition and service a- gram was Miss Gloria
at 12 noon, and coronation bilee Parade start at 8 p. m. '
occur
the
of
wards for a total of 80 years of the school's "Teacher
of the Juvenile The Jubilee will be concluded,
ceremonies
the
by
teaching service were presented Year," who was chozen
Queen will be held in with a "Grand Jubilee Platterl
and
King
by the Memphis Board of Edu- faculty for the award.
auditorium at 7 Party and Dance' starting at
concluded Church park
cation to three teachers. Pins The program was
m.
p.
9:30 p. m. in Church Park ausocial
the
for 25 years of service were with a reception by
Lillian Tuesday's activity will be the ditoriu m.
pruented to Miss Ada Ateman committee with Mrs.
crowning of the ....King and
and Mrs. Estelle Eggleston, and Morris as chairman.
is pub- Queen of the Royal Sernadors in Winger Active
one for 30 years to Mrs. Hazel Mrs. Olivia A. Stone
Church Park auditorium at 7:30
Bivins by the principal, Mrs. licity chairman.
P. m.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. -(UPI)
Callie Stevens.
On Wednesday, May 12, the Former White House press secto
tribute
giving
A program
Hint
Household
Coronation parade will start at retary Pierre Salinger has been
the teachers was presented,
0:45, with Jubilee King and,appointed a director of the
and appearing on program were The simplest, least painful
Queen being crowned at 8 p. m., California Museum of Science
a
of
top
the
remove
to
way
Miss
Hines,
Miss Charolette
and the Coronation Ball to start and Industry in Los Angeles.
Mary Ann Chaney and Mrs. fresh pineapple is to protect
I Salinger is also a vice presithe hands with a cloth then at 10 p. m.
Mary Daniels.
Thursday, May 13. adult andlcient of a movie theater group.
Words of appreciation were twist the top off.

the Third Annual National leadership, housing, training,
Iiefense Cadet Corps Spring and other details were ma
Camp was held April 22-25 at by Col. Sanders and membe
the Reserve Section of the Mu- of his staff, and were submitnicipal airport, with 157 cadets ted to Major George Robinson,
attending the four-day session NDCC professor of military
under the command of Cadet science, and his staff of inLt. Col. Edwin Saunders of structors for approval. Only a
few changes had to be made.
Melrose High school.
Members of his staff includ- WARE IN CHARGE
ed Lt. Cols. William C. Hurd, Supervision was provided on
Manassas; Leroy Baker, Ham- a 24-hour-a-day basis by the
NDCC staff with Capt. Willie
ilton; William Harper, Carver; F. Ware of Manassas
High
Samuel
Douglass;
Ashton,
Joe
school, acting as instructor in
Caviness, Lester, and Larry charge.
Pooling their talents in the
Sales ,Booker T. Washington.
to cook meals for the
All assignments for cadet kitchen
campers were Capts. Edward
A. Bumpus, James Taylor and
R. M. McDonald, with Capt.
Bumpus as the head cook.
Field ranges were borrowed
from the 345th Infantry Reserve unit.
Cadet Col. Sanders and hi.
staff were welcomed to the
base by Col. William Johnson,
Jr., commander of the 445th
Troop Carrier Wing.
Cadets engaged in realistic
army-type training, and they
were inspected by Lt. Col.
Christopher M. Gooch, Jr., commanding officer of the Tennesse Subsector Command of
the U.S. Army Reserve.
After-duty recreation included football, basketball and softball.
Films of the camping were
made by cameramen of Television Station WKNO, and are
to be shown on May 4 at 8:15;
May 5 and May 7 at 3:30 P.M.

Florida School Faculty
Honors Four Teachers

KING OF EMMANUEL — Russell Bernard Johnson, two-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Her.
bert Johnson of 223 II Pauline
Circle, was crowned king of
Emmanuel Baptist church recently, and was sponsored by
Mrs. Velma Reedus. His father
is in the U. S. Navy. Rev. 'N. E.
Ragsdale is pastor of 11 mnianu•
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1958 CHEVROLET
Nomad Station Wagon, V-8, Automatic Trans.,
Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires, Air-Conditioned.

4 Door, Y-8, Straight Transmission, Radio, Heater
Factory Air-Conditioned.
Impala, 4 Door, Sport Sedan, Electric Seats-Windows,
Factory Air, Power Steering, Brakes.
2 to Choose From, Both areMonza's,
Two Door, Still In Factory Warranty.

One 4

Door, One

Wagon, 6 Cylinder, Automdtic. Fully Equipped,
2 Door.
Bel Air 4-door, V-8, Automatic Trans.
car at low economy price.

A fine quality

88 Station Wagon, Factory Air, Power Steering and Brakes,
Tinted Glass. Beautiful White with Red Vinyl interior.
Double barrel sharp.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)

s1195
$1695
$2495
$1595
s1495
$1195
$1195

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
1956 PLYMOUTH

'245

6 Cylinder, Straight Trans., Solid Transportation, Nearly New Tires.

1953 STUDEBAKER

$249

2 Door Hardtop. 6 Cylinder, Straight Trans.,
Over 20 Miles Per Gallon on Gas.

1958 CHEV

695

2 Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic, Radio, Heater.

$395

1956 CHEV
4-door, V-8, Autom. Excellent Cond.

1960 CHEV

1959 BUICK

$595

Lesabra, 4 Door.

1961 FORD
FL

$/95

500, V-8, Yellow and White.

1959 FORD
4-door, Sedan, Automatic, 400,00
owner miles, Name turn, owner.

$195'
Actual one

527-2664
740 UNION AVENUE

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

•

AL CONVENIENT

16P LOCATIONS
WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
SIT PREFERENTIAL
SIRSICE

ANNUAL HO-BO DANCE
Friday Night - May 21, 1965

TIME: 10' Til?

•

CURRIES CLUB TROPICANA

RHYTHM
LONDON — (UPI) —Oddi-,
, ties for the produce show: a
CONTROL
BIRTH
,giant, nine-pound broccoli with;
CAN'T
'a circumference of 3 feet, 4
REMEMBER
inches, grown by Herbert SkipDATES?
per of Saham Hills; and a
freak narcissus with six blooms WTI MOAT is TOW OWN Pt/SOIALITEll
on a single stalk, grown by;
GYNO-CALENDAR
W. Y. Alston of Hellesdon.
•SIMPLE risswouris SIORTME

Adm. Donation $1.00
At Door $1.25
Tickets may be obtained from any
member of the club

MEM leo In, IE reams.)
• DAMS PWITYN [WPM SYSIEM
DOWD
• APPROVE. Iff MICIONS Mil
ELLIMAN
• Aims KAMM WIT111111 POW
ARE TEAR
• A MIST Felt AIKESEENT psaMis
MIKADOS
1I4CLOSI TWO DOLLARS AND MAR TOe
GYNO-LAIORATORIES
sox 724, SPRINGFI(LD. SAMOVAR

Mr. Paul Hines, Reporter
1262 Effie Rd.
942-4814

,

Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Appooy.
Cosh Yo!
Get—

Mo.
Payments

500.00

$ 12.90

$1,000.00

$ 23.70
$ 34.50

$

$1,500.00
$2,000.00.....

3 45.50

52,500.00

$ 56.20

$5,000.00

$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

NOTICE!

Classified Ads.
Autos For Sale
CADILLAC 1954
4 DOOR SEDAN
• Power Steering — Brakes
• Good Condition
• Good Tires
• Price $350.
MU 3-6822

100 MAG. NISESED NoW
Illkhest ealaries. No waiting to start
work. No eoveriancs needed. Nicest
home.. Enka, own room with TV.
Fare advanced. Free gift on arrival.
Meet your Mende bare. Send name and
phone number of reference Immediately.
ARTS YAWS AGNEW!
165 N. (lain Strout
Freeport, Ti. Y.

For .le or swap Dodge Car for Diamond or what have you. the value —
358-4018
$1960 Super 8.8 Oldsmobile 44) Sedan
Full power. air-cond . one owner
Call 397-1647

HOME FOR SALE
For .Sale by Owner, Choice Location
▪ Redrooms Fieldstone Horne. Larger
Corner Lot. Fenced hick Yard. Corn.
946•ee anytime. 792 E. McKellar
4532.

MAIDS, GUAR. GOOD NEW 'DAUS
LIVE-1N .1085. 535-511 PER WK.
FANS ADVANCED.
HAROLD ILMPLAISSIENT AGENCY
BOX 51
LYNBROOK. N. T.

0 •

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 31!

bo happy to
publish it for you
mfreit" Of Any
charges.

We will

FRI.,
MISSISSIPPI AVE. FROM 9
TO 4.
193-51341

proofoperators,
Linotype
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago 10616,
Illinois.

FEMALE 11ELP %ANTED
Attractive, Intelligent, alert: representative for Chicago agency. 17 No.
State St.. Mutts 1370. Chicago 2. 111.

Maids, Guaranteed Good New
York Live-In Jobs, $35-$55
weekly fare advanced. Harold
Employment Agency, Dept, 22,
Lynbrook, New York.

REVENUE
FOR YOU

Store For Sale

saleswomen
and
Salesmen
wanted to sell retail advertisGROCERY STORE
ing In the Memphis market.
FOR SALE — BY OWNER
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 90
1326 Florida St. WH 2-5886
per cent eortract commission
G & S Food Store
on the dollar.
Large double stote—Excel- THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
tent location. Good terms to 23$ South weiiingtos Street
Memphis, Tenn.
responsible a n d reliable
person. For appointment
call Mrs. Georgia Smith.
WII 2-5886

BUY BONDS
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PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
Newly Decorated Apartment.
1086 South Thelleette
Armsee from future branch of Linton
entrance.
generata
Sank.
Planter
double carport. floor turanco boot. No
etamrsa.
860 Meath
Own 130-11.78

Houses For Sale
Furn. For Sale
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
All Churches
11141,
BOX
TO
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
Oft TYPING. WRITE
PEWS FOR SALE
WINfrFON SALEM. N C. ENCLOSE
DARLING HOUSE
30 pews 12 foot In length
Clubs
STAMPEV SELF-ADDRILSSISO 101398-6836 or 398-6610
vAI1AJPE OR 10c COIN FOR REPLY.
• 3 BEDROOMS •
ESTATE,
Birthday Parties MUST SETTLE BEDROOM Light assembly work to do at
• DEN •
WILL SACRIFICE
Modern. Ent in kitchen. Plus
Com421
68
Co.
Crestline
home.
ROCKER,
Weddings
LEATHER
SUITE,
car port. $450 down; includes
KITCHEN CABINETS, PORCE. mercial. Cathedral City Calif. closing cost. Approxiniation,
Anniversaries
AND
E
t
TAB
TOP
LAIN
$72 inonth note.
CHAIRS, REFRIGERATOR, 2 AN UNTAPPED
• Shown By Appointment •
Banquets, Etc.
PORCH CHAIRS, 2 CHILL
Call Mrs. Barber Mildew,
WILL BE SHOWN
SOURCE OF 3P8-6618. Mrs Lealo Hendon
Mciu In Your News CHASER.
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'643

4-door,6 Cylinder, Nary Blue and Very Good,
Cond., Good Tires

IRa
is'

The 12 SPORTSMEN CLUB
Bob Mitchell, No. 49 of the Washington Redskins, and a
Pepsi-Cola marketing specialist in the off season, is pictured at the Guardsmen's National Conclave in Philadelphia
with the organization's president, Robert Williams. Mitchell's job at the convention was promoting the Pepsi.
sponsored International Golf Tournament scheduled for mid.
July in Nassau.

NEED MONEY?

1961 CHEVROLET
1962 CHEVROLET
1965 CORVAIR
1963 CHEVY II
1963 CHEVROLET
1960 OLDSMOBILE
1964 CHEVROLET

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

voi.x

el.

Big Show

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

CAN YOU USE

4

(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.

RI

ii

AL
II

Al

HOUSE FOR SALE
/ 1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dining room combination.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
$1 G.I., PLUS CLOSING
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-31413
FoR $ALE
Lakeview Gardens
flemittnal thaee bedroom brick. 11v011
nod dining roan, combination. Step] ace. one and a half bath. eat in
taw closets.
all electric
aa or hen
double carport. FHA atorateal, GI of
FILL loan Call Mr. George C. WIII
— 398-6173 or 327-2086 —
central alr-oorwlitirmad and beating.
floothlsod Malts (N.
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